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ABSTRACT

An experimental study has been carried out in which

the effect of tip bluntness on the turbulent boundary

layer over an axisymmetric body was examined. The study

was performed at a Mach number of 2.94 with a unit Reynolds

number of roughly 6.34 x 107 per meter and a nearly adia-

batic wall condition.

A tangent ogive-cylinder was used with a nose fineness

ratio of approximately 3. Six model tips were constructed

with hemispherical and flat blunting of various dimensions.

In addition, to establish a reference baseline, tests were

made using a model with a pointed tip.

Bow shock shapes and surface pressures were obtained

at 00 and 2.90 angle of attack for each model tip. Boundary

layer surveys were made along the windward and leeward meri-

dians of the model for each tip.

The experimental results show that the boundary layer

is influenced by the tip bluntness through the entropy wake,

a region of hot gas next to the body. This high entropy

region is caused by the strong shock section of the bow

shock. The downstream development of boundary layer para-

meters such as the displacement and momentum deficit thickness,

form factor, and skin friction coefficient was found to be

strongly dependent on the geometry and size of the tip

blunting.
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SYMBOLS

B Bow shock wave bluntness parameter (Eqtn. 1)

IB Bluntness length (Eqtn. 7)

CDpb Blunt pressure drag coefficient

Cf Skin friction coefficient

d Diameter

D Diameter of cylinder

Dpb Blunt pressure drag (Eqtn. 8)

H Velocity profile form factor

M Mach number

n Power law exponent (Eqtn. 6)

p,P Pressure

r,R Radial distance from model ceterline

r Recovery factor

Re Reynolds number

R sBow shock wave radius (Eatn. 1)

s Surface distance

T Temperature

u,U Velocity along X coordinate

x,X Axial distance along model centerline

Y Radial distance from model surface

a Angle of attack

6 Boundary layer thickness

6* Displacement thickness
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Shock standoff distance

6 Momentum deficit thickness

6,6 Surface inclination angles

K Curvature (Eqtn. 2, 4)

Wake strength parameter

p Density

Azimuth angle measured from windward side

Subscripts

b blunt tip

c tip corner

E boundary layer edge

ew entropy wake impingement distance

i shock inflection point

r recovery conditions

s bow shock wave

t model tip

W model wall

e based on momentum deficit thickness

0 stagnation conditions

Ofreestream conditions
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INTRODUCTION

One of the many objectives of computational fluid

dynamics in recent years has been the calculation of the

flowfield around an axisymmetric body at angle of attack

in a supersonic stream. The case of a spinning body is of

particular practical interest. In such cases the inter-

action of the surface spin with the crossflow velocity

modifies the three-dimensional boundary layer displacement

surface giving rise to an assymmetric pressure distribution.

The resultant side force, the Magnus force, is small

(typically 1/10 to 1/100 of the normal force), but is impor-

tant because its moment may be large enough to render the

body dynamically unstable. Satisfactory prediction of the

Magnus force clearly hinges on accurate modelling of the

turbulent boundary layer development on the body.

To guide such computational procedures there is a

need for detailed boundary layer profile data, both on

spinning and non-spinning bodies, particularly at the high

Reynolds numbers representative of flight. Only through

comparison with a wide ranging, accurate series of experi-

ments can the predictive capability and range of application

of these codes be properly evaluated. Several studies have

been made (1-9) comparing experimental and computational

results, but further detailed investigations are needed.
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Much of this early work has been done using cones (3,7,8,9).

In many cases the Reynolds numbers have been rather low,

necessitating the need for boundary layer trips to ensure

a turbulent boundary layer. Almost all past tests were made

with sharp tipped bodies and few investigations of the effects

of tip blunting have been made in the supersonic regime.

The present experimental study, carried out using a

non-spinning model, is similar to some earlier investigations,

but is at much higher Reynolds numbers. Surface pressure dis-

tributions and boundary layer velocity profiles have been

measured on a tangent ogive cylinder model at angle of attack

in a high Reynolds number supersonic (M = 3) flow. In all

cases boundary layer transition occurred naturally and was

close to the nose tip. As far as is known, no other similar

data are available at such high Reynolds numbers. Measure-

ments have been made using both sharp and hemi-spherical and

flat blunted nose tips. The blunt tip produces a detached,

curved bow shock wave and entropy wake resulting in a com-

plex flowfield which poses a difficult computational problem.

At the current time, computations are not available for this

case. For the sharp tipped case, comparisons are made be-

tween the experimental data and predictions from a computa-

tional scheme developed by Sturek, et.al., at the U. S. Army

Ballistic Research Laboratories.
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REVIEW OF PREVIOUS STUDIES

Only with the development of large, high speed computers

has the prediction of complex viscous flowfields become a

possibility. In the last ten years, great emphasis has

been placed on the development of efficient, reliable

methods to compute the flowfield and surface property

characteristics for a given body in a specified flowfield.

0 Great advances have been made, but significant improvements

are needed before the accurate prediction of flowfield

and surface properties are consistently achievable for

0 arbitrary geometries.

Experimental and theoretical work on the flow over

axisymmetric bodies prior to about 1960 was almost entirely

devoted to developing reliable engineering methods to

predict the aerodynamic force and moment coefficients of

these bodies. Van Dyke (10,11) developed slender body

approximations to the second order for subsonic and

supersonic flowfields. Emphasis was placed on predicting

shock shapes for blunt axisymmetric bodies and a large

number of analytic and empirical methods were developed,

all of which resulted in rather mediocre comparison with

experimental results (12). Others, such as Lin and Shen

0 (13) worked with a Taylor series expansion for the flow

variables (p, p, v) from the bow shock in the streamwise
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direction to obtain surface pressures and aerodynamic

coefficients. As Van Dyke (12) showed however, this

method of analysis is inadequate. The radius of con-

vergence of the Taylor series may not even extend to

the body, making analysis there impossible. A large

amount of work was also devoted to the development of

relationships for the aerodynamic coefficients through

careful experimentation and parameter variation (14-20).

The engineering methods and theory developed were in

very good agreement with experimental results, for small

angles of attack (a<50), but the accuracy degraded quickly

with increasing incidence and the beginning of crossflow

separation.

As large digital computing machines became available,

computational efforts were first concentrated on inviscid

problems. Van Dyke (11,21) developed an early shock

location prediction program. While this program solved

the inverse problem, where the shock shape is specified

and the body shape is determined, it gave good results

over a wide range of Mach numbers and body shapes. Many

others have developed codes for use on high speed computers

to give predictions of the pressure forces and moments

on an axisymmetric body (3-9,21,22,23). These have shown

good results in some areas but all have some deficiencies.

Rakich (23) developed a computational method which

used characteristic and reference plane methods. The

results were in very good agreement with experiments in
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areas where viscous effects were small, but were not

adequate in viscous interactions, such as the boundary

layer development on the leeside of inclined bodies.

While the codes employing the method of characteristics

could predict pressure distributions, surface flow angles,

and shock layer characteristics, they were completely

incapable of including any viscous or heat transfer

effects. These codes were also limited almost entirely

to bodies which had pointed tips and attached shock

waves.

The next major progression was made with the develop-

ment of a single computer code consisting of two computa-

tional sections. The first was an inviscid flow calculation

to give surface pressure distributions and the second was

the calculation of the boundary layer development. When

the first inviscid calculation was completed, the pressure

gradients in the streamwise and crossflow directions,

@p/@x and 3p/3 , were used as the driver of the boundary

layer calculation. With the completion of the boundary

layer calculation, the displacement surface was computed

and a second inviscid calculation was performed to give

the resulting pressure distributions and force coefficients.

Dwyers and Sanders (7,8) developed such a program and pub-

lished results in 1975 with an emphasis placed on the

calculation of the Magnus force on spinning supersonic

cones. Their predictions showed good agreement and

accuracy at small angles of attack, but results degraded
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with increasing angle of attack. Predictions were largely

in the form of normal force coefficients which are an

integrated effect of the boundary layer. No comparison

was made with an experiment to validate the computational

results and the only comparison was with a computation

made by Sedney (24). Specific boundary layer character-

* |istics were not given or compared with experimental

results.

The Magnus force is a side force which occurs when

p a spinning body is in flight at an angle of attack. It

is caused by an asymmetry in the displacement surface of

the boundary layer, which is distorted due to the inter-

p action of the crossflow with the boundary layer on the

spinning body. This is sketched in Figure 1. The spinning

body will behave gyroscopically with the Magnus force

producing a precession type rolling motion known as coning.

This coning will tend to destabilize the body. In order

to achieve the best combination of range and accuracy,

-pthe Magnus force should be minimized. Clearly, to give

an accurate prediction of the Magnus force, a computational

technique must be able to accurately predict the detailed

boundary layer development. While progress has been made,

most of the experimental work is confined to sharp tipped

bodies with boundary layer tripping devices in the low

Reynolds number regime (3,5,7,8). These conditions are

not representative of real problems and so improvements

are needed.
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In 1979, both Rakick et al (9) and Schiff and Steger

(4) developed new codes to model the viscous flowfield

over inclined bodies of revolution. Both codes used a

parabolized form of the Navier-Stokes equations which

step through the flowfield in the streamwise direction.

An initial data plane must be specified, and then the

remaining downstream flowfield is computed. The equations

are made parabolic, to allow streamwise marching, by

neglecting the streamwise pressure gradient in the u-

momentum Navier-Stokes equation. This assumption of the

parabolized Navier-Stokes codes has not proved to be

critical to results in nearly conical flows but, has

yet to be shown as clearly valid in nonconical flowfields.

Schiff and Steger (4) applied a form of the parabolized

Navier-Stokes code to the flow over a hemisphere-cylinder

and found good agreement with experiment in both surface

pressure distributions and velocity profiles. However,

the Reynolds number of 8.8 x 104 is rather low and the

solution requires an initial data plane as a starting

condition, as discussed above. This initial plane was

selected at 3.5 nose radii downstream from the body tip.

This comparison did not indicate the ability of the code

to include tip effects, an important criterion of an

effective code.

Rakich, Vignernon, and Agarwal (9) also used a

parabolized Navier-Stokes code to compute the flow over

various axisymmetric bodies. Reynolds numbers were higher,
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on the order of 107 when based on body length. Results

showed good agreement with experiments for a secant

ogive-cylinder at M=3.0 and 4.20 angle of attack and

for cone configurations. A series of computations for

a tangent ogive-cylind-r at M=3.0 were stated as being

underway, but a caution was given. The results were

stated as being very "transition" dependent. The location

of the change from laminar to turbulent viscosity appears

to affect the results far downstream. This would mean,

that for this code to be useful, the location of transi-

tion on a body would have to be known before the computation

was performed.

Lubard and Rakich performed a calculation of the flow

over a blunted cone (3). The flowfield was computed by a

form of the parabolized Navier-Stokes equations downstream

of the hemispherical tip blunting. The tip bluntness was

handled by assuming no separation was present and using a

combined inviscid-viscous calculation. A time dependent

blunt body technique was used to give the surface pressure

distribution over the tip. An axisymmetric boundary

layer code used this pressure distribution as a driver

for the boundary layer calculation. Slightly downstream

of the hemisphere-cone tangency point, the initial plane

for the parabolized Navier-Stokes code was specified, and

the remaining flowfield computed. The solution was for

laminar flow in the hypersonic regime and a high angle

of attack. The results for surface pressure and heat
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transfer distributions agreed with the experimental

results within experimental accuracy. Pressure profile

trends were in basic agreement with experimental data,

but the code did not predict the magnitude of the

pressure values accurately through the entire flowfield.

The assumptions involved in the starting mechanism were

given as a partial cause of the problem and improvements

would be needed in this area for a more widely applicable

code.

The work at Princeton preceding this investigation

(1,2) examined the flowfield around a pointed ogive-

cylinder at M=3.0. A comparison of experimental results

and computational predictions was made. Computations

were performed by Dr. Walter Sturek at the Ballistics

Research Laboratory, Aberdeen Proving Grounds. The

Ballistics Research Laboratory has been working exten-

sively over the past several years to model the flow

over spinning projectiles and predict the Magnus and

other forces acting on such a body in flight (5,6).

Two sets of computations were made and, where applicable,

results from each are shown in the figures of this report.

The first, as mentioned above, was a combination of two

codes, an inviscid flow computation and a boundary layer

calculation using the static pressure as the compatibility

condition. Results of this code are referred to as output

from the BL code. The second program was a form of the

parabolized Navier-Stokes equations which allows starting

2-7



at an initial data plane and stepping through the flow-

field in the streamwise direction. These results are

referred to as being from the PNS code.

The boundary layer calculation of the BL code used

a single eddy viscosity turbulence model and assumed a

turbulent Prandtl number of 0.90. The parabolized Navier-

Stokes computation utilized a two layer Cebecci type eddy

viscosity model and assumed a turbulent Prandtl number

of 0.80. Both programs handled transition from laminar

to turbulent flow by a manual inputting of the turbulence

model over a specified number of streamwise steps in the

calculation.

Initial results from the first computation did not

show particularly good results in the prediction of speci-

fic boundary layer characteristics over a large part of

the body. Figure 2 shows one of the best comparisons of

both computational results with experiment. This is for

a=0 0 and X/D=4.925. Both codes give results that are not

in good agreement with the experimental results through

the entire boundary layer at this location. Figures 3

and 4 show a comparison at a=2.9 0 , X/D=4.925 on the wind

and leeside. These results are worse than the predictions

at a=0 0 . The parabolized Navier-Stokes code predictions

were not significantly more accurate and showed no improve-

ment over the BL code in the prediction of the velocity

profile. Predictions of 6* along the body are shown in

Figure 5. This allows comparison of 36*/3x, which is

2-8
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important to normal force predictions. Again, both

computational results give only fair agreement. Sturek,

however, found considerable improvement with the para-

bolized Navier-Stokes code when compared to experimental

work he had completed at the Ballistics Research Laboratory.

His work was done at a lower Reynolds number. His com-

parisons are shown in Schiff and Sturek (5) but, a close

examination is difficult due to the manner in which they

are presented.

|I2
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OUTLINE OF EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

This study was designed to provide a simple and basic

test case for the prediction of the flow around blunt

tipped axisymmetric bodies. It was also to repair some

of the deficiencies of previous experiments including

artificial transition, low Reynolds number, and no signi-

ficant longitudinal pressure gradient. Test conditions

were used which are representative of the actual full

scale conditions for projectile flight. A good deal of

computational work is concentratinq in this area.

The model used was a tangent ocive-cylinder with a

nose fineness ratio of approximately 3. Seven different

model tips were used with varying amounts of bluntness

and different geometries. Data was collected at zero

angle of attack and a small angle of attack, selected as

2.90. This was small enough to insure no separation was

i~resent.

This program documented the bow shock shape, surface

pressure distributions, and boundary layer velocity pro-

files. This data would be compared with computational

predictions made by Dr. Walter Sturek, Ballistics Research

Laboratory. These computations have not been completed

at this time.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

4.1 WIND TUNNEL FACILITY

This experimental program was conducted at the Gas

Dynamics Laboratory, Forrestal Campus, Princeton Univer-

sity. All tests were conducted in the variable density,

high Reynolds number blowdown wind tunnel with a nominal

freestream Mach number of 2.95. Stagnation pressures

of 4 x l05 N/m 2 to 35 x 105 N/M 2 (60-500 psia) can be

achieved and the desired stagnation pressure can be

maintained constant to within about one percent during

a test.

Four Worthington four-stage compressors are used

to compress atmospheric air, which is then dried and

stored in tanks having a capacity of 56.6 m 3 (2000 ft 3).

This supply capability provides run times varying from

about fifteen seconds to several minutes depending on

the stagnation pressure. The air supply is maintained

at ambient temperature and the stagnation temperature

varies with atmospheric temperature, Joule-Thompson losses

through the laboratory valving, and piping heat transfer.

No corrections were made for this and, therefore, stagna-

tion temperature is variable during each run and between

runs. This variation was very small and had no significant

effect on the results as will be discussed in Section

4.2.2.1.
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This investigation was conducted with a stagnation

pressure of 6.89 x 105 N/M 2 (100 psia). Stagnation

temperature varied from 2900 K to 240 K giving a variation

of unit Reynolds number from 5.46 x 10/rr to 7.27 x 10/!.

Values given in this report are taken from the average

values of 2600 K and 6.34 x 10,',m respectively. Each

run had a duration of approximately 30-40 seconds. Successive

runs were separated roughly 15 minutes. This timing

arrangement gave very nearly the same variation of model

temperature during each test.

The tunnel had three test sections as shown in Figure 6.

Each section has a 20 cm x 20 cm cross section and is 90 cm

long. All tests in this investigation were conducted in

Section 1 with the model mounted on a sting and drive housed

in Section 2. A more complete description of the test

facility is given by Vas and Bogdonoff (25).

4.2 MODEL DESCRIPTION

4.2.1. MODEL CHARACTERISTICS

The model used was a tangent ogive-cylinder with a

body diameter of 4.95 cm (1.95 in) and a nose fineness

ratio of 3. A caliber number of 9.25 was used to generate

the nose shape. This is the ratio of the radius of the

nose generating arc to the diameter of the swell or cylin-

der of the body. The overall length of the model was approx-

imately ten calibers.
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A cylindrical-polar coordinate system has been used for

data presentation purposes and is illustrated in Figure 7.

Axial distances were measured along the center-line of the

body from the pointed tip of the ogive and were given as either

X or X/D, where D is the diameter of the body. The polar

coordinate, 0, measured the aximuthal position around the

body. It is measured in a plane perpendicular to the X axis.

Standard convention was followed with =0 on the windward

meridian and c,=180c on the leeward meridian. The normal

coordinate, Y, was measured along a ray of fixed perpen-

dicular to the X axis with Y=O being designated at the surface

of the model.

Model noses having flat and hemispherical surfaces of

dimensions representative of actual geometries were used.

Details of the tips are given in Figure 8. The flat tips

were designed to have the same radial distance to the corner

of the tip as the radial distance to the point of tangency

between the hemisphere and the ogive for the hemispherical

tips. It is important to note that axial distance measure-

ments are made from the virtual pointed tip of the ogive and

not the tip of the model for that test. In the discussion

0 that follows, model tips will be referred to by the same

designation given in Figure 8, i.e. P, R1, F3.

4.2.2 MODEL CONSTRUCTION

Two models were built for use in this study. Model A

was built to document the surface pressures over the cylin-
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drical body and was used for all boundary layer measurements.

Model B was built to allow examination of the surface pressures

on the ogive section of the model. Due to the geometry and

size of the available interior space in the model for pressure

tubing and surface area for taps, two models were required.

Both models were constructed in the Forrestal Machine Shop.

Brass was used as the working material because machining was

easier than with other material. A photograph of the models

used is shown in Figure 9.

4.2.2.1 MODEL A

Model A consisted of two main components, a cylindrical

section and an ogive nose. The cylindrical section was con-

structed of tubing with a 5.04 cm outside diameter and a

3.8 cm inside diameter. The ogive nose section was machined

and soldered into the cylindrical section. Model tips were

fitted by installing a threaded mount in the nose section at

a distance of 2.54 cm behind the pointed tip. The tips then

screwed into the model nose for simplicity and ease of oper-

ation. A cylindrical guide section was used to insure proper

alignment between the tip and the ogive. Each tip was machined

while actually fitted in the ogive section, giving a very

smooth junction and minimizing any step at this location to

less than 5 pm (2 mils).

] Model A was instrumented with seven rows of pressure taps

located at 0=00 (windside) to =1800 (leeside) in increments

of 300. Each row contained 20 taps, beginning at X/D=2.925,
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0.075 calibers upstream of the ogive shoulder, and spaced

every 1.27 cm. This allowed measurements at X/D locations

from 2.925 to 6.425. Additional taps were located at

X/D=2.925 4=2700 and X/D=7.925 4=0o, 900, 1800, 2700 to be

used in model alignment and adjustment.

To monitor the temperature history of the model, three

Chromel-Alumel thermocouples were also installed, flush with

the model surface, at =4 50 , X/D=3.75, 5.5, and 7.5. All

model temperatures in this study were obtained from the

thermocouple at X/D=3.75 as previous tests showed little

temperature variation with position. As mentioned in

Section 4.1, stagnation temperature varied during each

run and, therefore, so did the model temperature. An average

run would last approximately thirty seconds and the stagnation

temperature would drop approximately 3.00 K giving

dT /dtE-0.1 OK/s. The model temperature would decrease in
0

a constant effort to reach recovery temperature. Though

this approach is asymptotic, the model would quickly cool

and the ratio of the wall temperature to the recovery tempera-

ture would reach a fairly constant value. The ratio of

T w/T r would vary, but was always between 1.00 and 1.06 with

an average value being 1.03. With this ratio of T w/T r very

close to 1.0, the model was assumed to be adiabatic.

jI 4.2.2.2 MODEL B

Model B was constructed in three major sections, a

cylindrical body, a nose section and a tip section. The

three sections were fitted together with cylindrical guides
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and were held firmly in place with set screws. Only thrce

model tips were used with Model B, the P, F3, and R3 t.ips.

This allowed the most static pressure taps to be placed in

the tip without excessive cost or time. The outside surface

was machined with all three sections assembled and steps at

section junctions were less than 5 -pm (2 mils). All set

screws were placed well back on the model to prevent any

wave interference on the pressure readings.

Model B was instrumented with 37 taps arranged along

the nose in one axial plane. The nose could then be rotated

so the taps were positioned in any desired axial plane. The

taps would then give readings on opposing azimuth angles,

i.e. 00-1800, 300-2100. Pressure taps were concentrated near

the tip and especially in the area where the tip shape faired

into the original ogive shape. This provided the best possi-

ble documentation of the expansion of the flow through the

transonic region. From experience with Model A, no thermo-

couples were installed as it was felt the model could be

assumed adiabatic.

4.2.3 MODEL INSTALLATION AND ALIGNMENT

The models were mounted on a sting and initially aligned

geometrically on the centerline of the tunnel. A ball joint

type mount was designed to allow movement of the models in

the vertical plane only and could be adjusted to any desired

angle of attack in the range of 00 to ±4.50. The sting could

be moved from outside the tunnel, allowing the models to be
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positioned in the same section of the tunnel and allowing

easy adjustment of the model's position between runz.

To determine the zero angle of attack position, the

pointed tip was installed on the models and a series of

tests were made. Surface pressures were measured along

the length of the model at azimuth angles of 00, 900, and

1800. These pressure distributions were compared and the

models were adjusted to locate the zero incidence position.

Coarse adjustments were made using the ball joint mount

and fine adjustments were made with six small set screws

positioned circumferentially around the base of the cylinder.

Adjustments were continued until surface pressures at the

three azimuth locations fell within 2% of one another consis-

tently along the length of the body.

All further adjustments from this zero position to the

desired angle of attack were made geometrically. Using the

distance from the pivot point of the ball joint mount to the

model tip and the desired angle of attack, the displacement

of the model tip was computed. The models were then adjusted

to the desired incidence using a vernier height gauge.

4.3 INSTRUMENTATION

4.3.1 SURFACE PRESSURES

A total of 140 pressure taps were used to document the

surface pressure distributions on Model A and 39 taps were

used on Model B.
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To measure the surface pressures on Model A, two groups

of taps were formed with 60 taps in the first and 80 taps in

the second. They were both, in turn, connected to two 48

port male Scanivalve connectors. Two Scanivalves were used,

and therefore, two runs were required to totally document

the surface pressures. Data collected in separate tests was

compared to insure no discrepancies were present. Each

Scanivalve was fitted with a 1.034 x 105 N/in 2 (15 psia)

Druck differential pressure transducer.

Model B, with 39 taps, only required one 48 port

Scanivalve. However, a larger Druck differential transducer

with a range of 0-3.45 x l0' N/m 2 (0-50 psia) was used to

measure the much higher surface pressures expected near the

stagnation point.

During ail runs, a vacuum of less than 100 microns was

maintained on the reference side of the transducers. The

Scanivalves were computer controlled. The results were

recorded by the HP 1000 minicomputer described in Section 4.5.

The pressure in the tubing to the Scanivalve was monitored

to insure equilibration before data acquisition was initiated.

This was done by observing the output voltage of a differen-

tial pressure transducer on a digital voltmeter. This trans-

ducer was attached to the Scanivalve tubing. When the volt-

meter displayed a steady output voltage, indicating pressure

equilization, data acquisition was initiated.
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4.3.2 PITOT SURVEYS

Boundary layer surveys were made along the windside

(4=00) and leeside (4=1800) meridians of the model for each

0 model tip at Stations 2, 9, and 14 (values of X/D=3.175,

4.925, and 6.175 respectively).

Pitot probe tips were made from flattened tubing with

a probe tip height of 0.18 mm (0.007 in). A sketch is shown

in Figure 10 and a photograph of the probes is shown in

Figure 11. Pressures were measured with a Pace differential

pressure transducer with a 0-3.45 x l05 N/M2 (0-50 psia)

range referenced to vacuum. Probe displacements were measuired

using a linear reluctance type transducer mounted on the

drive mechanism which was calibrated with a dial indicator

gauge. The probe was traversed by hand, taking care to allow

the transducer enough time to measure the pressure accurately

at each displacement height before the probe was moved. This

required slow movement in areas of steep pressure gradients,

i.e. the lower 20% of the boundary layer. Data reduction is

0 discussed in Section 4.5.

4.3.3 OPTICAL METHODS

Shadowgraph photographs were taken for all seven model

tips at both 00 and 2.9o angle of attack. This gave a very

good record of the bow shock wave shape. The boundary layer

and any shock structure behind the bow shock were also clearly

visible. Due to the difference in density profiles, a laminar

boundary layer appears as a fine white line slightly off the
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surface of the model, while a trurbulent layer appears as a

thicker, blurred region extending to the model surface.

This gave an approximate location of the transition region

of the boundary layer on the body. Standoff distances were

determined by measuring forward from a point of known body

diameter to the leading edge of the bow shock.

4.4 ESTIMATION OF MEASUREMENT ACCURACY

4.4.1 COMPONENTS OF THE DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM

Individual components of the data acquisition system
*

will be discussed and an overall accuracy assigned to each

type of measurement. These accuracies will be given in both

absolute dimensions and a percentage of a given reference.

Stagnation and pitot pressure measurements were made

using Pace strain gauge differential pressure transducers

with a vacuum used as a reference pressure. The Pace trans-

ducers have a nonlinearity of ±0.5% of full scale deflection.

This means an absolute error of ±6.9 x 103 N/m2 (1.0 psia)

for stagnation pressure and ±1.7 x 103 N/m 2 (0.25 psia) for

pitot pressures. The transducers were calibrated with

Wallace and Tiernan gauges accurate to ±0.066% of full scale

deflection. The accuracy of the calibration input pressures

is limited to ±138 N/M 2 (0.02 psia) for stagnation pressure

calibrations and ±69 N/m 2 (0.01 psia) for all other pressures

measurements. Scanivalve measurements on the cylindrical

body using Model A used a 1.034 x l0m N/r 2 (15 psia) Druck

transducer with a maximum nonlinearity of ±0.06% of full scale
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or less than ±2.07 x 102 N/M 2 (0.03 psia). These transducers

were also calibrated with the Wallace and Tiernan gauges.

Displacement measurements of probes were made using

linear reluctance type transducers with a maximum non-

linearity of ±0.025% of full scale or ±12.7 pm (0.0005 in).

These transducers were calibrated with dial indicators, which

were accurate to ±12.7 Im (0.0005 in).
tt

Temperature measurements were made with Chromel-Alumel

thermocouples referenced to an ice bath. Calibration was

performed by inputting voltages from the N.B.S. Tables using

an accurate millivolt source as an input reference. The

reference source was no more than 0.001 volt different fror

the specified input calibration voltage.

All measurements were fed into high impedance amplifiers

where zero and gain adjustments could be made. A Preston

GMAD-4 analog-to-digital converter was used to digitize all

measurements for input to the HP-1000 minicomputer system,

discussed in Section 4.5.

4.4.2 MODEL ANGLE OF ATTACK

The model was geometrically set at the desired angle

of attack by measuring the displacement distance of the

tip from the zero angle of attack position. Determination

of the zero angle of attack position was discussed in

Section 4.2.3. Final measurements showed the agreement

* in pressure between the wind and leeside to be within

500 N/m 2 . Comparison of experimental measurements with
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inviscid predictions of Ap/p- between the wind and leeside

shows that the zero angle of attack position is within

0.250 for all surface pressure measurements on the cylin-

drical body and pitot surveys. With Model B used to

obtain the surface pressures on the ogive nose, the zero

position is within 0.250. Additional errors due to

subsequent adjustment by geometric means are no more than

±0.050. To check that no movement of the model occured

during a test due to aerodynamic loading, a telescopic

sight was used to observe the model's motion. The model

experienced vibration upon tunnel startup and shutdown

but this lasted only a few seconds. During the test the

model was steady at the same position as before tunnel

startup.

4.4.3 SURFACE PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS

Surface pressure taps were drilled to be 0.4 mm

(15 mils) in diameter and great care was taken during

machining, installation, and operation to insure taps

were not blocked by dust or burrs. To prevent any in-

accuracy in the measurements due to the delay of pressure

equilization in tubing to the Scanivalve, a monitor was

used to insure steady pressures throughout the system.

This was discussed more fully in Section 4.3.1. Readings

were taken at a rate of three per second to insure the

Scanivalve transducer had reached equilibrium. Calibra-

tions were obtained with a possible error of less than

±200 N/m 2 (0.03 psia). Combining possible calibration
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and transducer errors, the overall accuracy of the surface

pressure measurements is within ±200 N/m 2 (0.03 psia) or

±1.0% of freestream static pressure.

4.4.4 PITOT SURVEYS

Pitot probe details were discussed in Section 4.3.2.

Pressure and displacement measurements were made at the

rate of three per second while the probe was being traversed

and, in most cases, approximately one hundred readings

could be obtained in the boundary layer region. Probe

interference was determined to exist within a distance of

1.5 probe heights from the model surface. This was deter-

mined by placing the pitot probe tip above a static pressure

tap and observing the static pressure as the probe was moved

toward the wall. Any points within this interference

region were deleted from all boundary layer surveys before

analysis. Calibration procedures and equipment specifica-

tions combine to give pitot pressures within ±1.72 x 103 N/M
2

(0.25 psia) and probe displacement measurements an accuracy

of within 38-rr (0.0015 in).

4.4.5 OTHER MEASUREMENTS

All measurements of stagnation pressure are within

±6.9 x 103 N/m2 (1.0 psia). Temperatures are accurate to

within ±1.00 K.

4.5 DATA REDUCTION

All data acqui.ition, storage, and subsequent reduction

was carried out using the HP-1000 Minicomputer Facility at
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the Gas Dynamics Laboratory. Programs developed at the

Gas Dynamics Laboratory were used in conjunction with a

Preston GMAD-4 analog-to-digital converter to control

Scanivalve movements and readings, pitot survey pressure

and height measurements, as well as temperature and stag-

nation pressure readings.

4.6 PROBE DEVELOPMENT

Pitot surveys were made with a standard pitot probe

connected to a strain gauge transducer by a length of

tubing about one meter long. The time required for the

pressure to equalize throughout the system was relatively

long and caused the careful measurement of one survey to

require a long tunnel run time. Even more important, the

long run time consumes a large portion of the air supply

and, in turn, reduces the number of tests available from

a given amount of compressed air.

With the develorment of modern miniature pressure

transducers, an attempt was made to improve survey

efficiency by developing a probe with the transducer

mounted internally as near to the probe tip as possible.

The reduced the ratio of pressure tubing length to

tubing inside diameter, indicative of the equilibraiton

time, from roughly 1500 to 250, or about one order of

magnitude. The internal volume of the pressure trans-

ducer would also be reduced with a smaller transducer.

The transducer shou3d be as small as possible and

have an operating range of roughly 0-3.45 x 10' N/m: (0-50 psia).
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Several transducers were available that meet these require-

ments. The Entran EPI-093-50 was selected because of

economic and scheduling factors. It is a differential

transducer, 0.093 inches in diameter, with a range of

0-3.45 x 1 0 S N/m 2 (0-50 psia). A special reference tube

was mounted to extend out of the probe shaft. Due to its

small size, the transducer had inherently high frequency

response, but the output voltage was passed through a

low pass filtei with a corner frequency of 10 Hz to filter

out any high frequency readings due to the tunnel fluctuating

pressures.

A probe shaft was designed and constructed in the

Forrestal Machine Shop. The transducer was internally

mounted with the reference pressure tube and output wires

extending out of the top. The probe is pictured in rigure

11 and a detailed sketch is shown in Figure 12. The probe

tips were fitted into the probe shaft with a threaded

fitting to allow different tips to be used for different

applications.

The probe was tested to insure no leaks were present

and then used in. the wind tunnel. The boundary layer on

the model was surveyed slowly with the Entran probe to

give a base line survey. In succeeding tests, the probe

speed was increased and the equilibration delay in the

data acquisition system decreased. The surveys obtained

were compared and typical results are shown in Figure 13.

Points in both surveys were taken at a rate of four per
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second with a total test time for Test 4 of about 40

second compared to 10-12 seconds for Test 7. No real

discrepancy can be seen in the boundary layer region,

Y<3 mm, though above 16 mm there is some discrepancy.

This is due to a slight variation in the position of

the reflected bow shock.

Results indicated survey times could be reduced by

a factor of three to four which provided a large savings

in the air used for a given test. Combined with the

additional supply air that was compressed between tests,

the loss of supply pressure for each test was reduced to

between 3.45 x lOs-5.17 x l05 N/m2 (50-75 psia). This

provided a capability for nearly 40 runs from a full

supply capacity. This is a significant improvement over

the previous techniques where each test reduced the supply

pressure by about 1.20 x 106 N/m 2 (175 psia). Though

actual improvements will vary with the application and

method, savings of this magnitude have been achieved

with several other experiments and tunnel configurations

where this probe has been used at the Gas Dynamics

Laboratory.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1 GENERAL FLOWFIELD CHARACTERISTICS

A brief discussion of the general flowfield is given

to provide an overview of the present study. Figure 14

shows a sketch of the general flowfield. The numbered

areas in the figure will be referred to in the text.

A sharr tipped body of revolution travelling at

supersonic speeds is shown in Fi~.,re 14a. The tip is

assumed infinitely sharp. The shock wave is attached

and, very near the tip, the shock angle can be well

predicted by conical theory. The flow expands gradually

over. the ogive nose as it passes through region 4 and

returns to the freestream flow direction, within allow-

ances for the displacement surface effect. As the expan-

sion waves from the ogive nose reach the bow shock, the

shock strength is decreased and a gentle shock curvature

results. The curvature of the shock is proportional to

the curvature of the body. Far from the body, the flow

direction is unchanged, so the shock must approach zero

strength, i.e. a Mach wave. If this did not occur, the

body would have an infinite wave drag and flight would

be impossible. The flow over the cylindrical afterbody

(region 5) continues to experience the normal viscosity

effects and, at zero angle of attack when the boundary layer
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thickness is small compared to the body diameter theI

boundary layer parameters can be correlated with the

flat plate case.

As the shock from 1 to 3 is only slightly curved,

flow properties directly behind the shock do not vary

substantially along its length. As the fluid expands

over the shoulder it will have thermodynamic properties

(o, p, T) which are fairly constant in the direction

normal to the body surface. This will be true for a

distance from the body surface which is large compared

to the boundary layer thickness. The boundary layer

will develop in a region that has very small shock curva-

ture effects, i.e. rotationality and thermodynamic property

gradients. It is clear, when Figure 2 is examined, that

the rotationality effect outside of the boundary layer

region is small in comparison to the boundary layer.

For the blunted case, Figure 14b, a radically

different situation is present. In this case, a detached,

curved bow shock exists ahead of the body. Near the

center of the bow shock, region 1', a portion of the

shock wave is effectively normal. A subsonic flow region

is produced behind the shock, here shown as region 3'.

A sonic line exists as the flow accelerates around the

corner of the blunt tip. The location of the ends of

the sonic line may be determined from the shock relations

and the turning angle to give sonic flow behind the shock.

The shape of the sonic line is not easily determined and
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is discussed in Hayes and Probstein (26). The shap- of

the sonic line will determine the effect that body shape

may have on the transonic region of the flow. If the

characteristics from the body in the transonic region

reach the sonic line, these characteristics will exert

an influence on the sonic line and, therefore, the entire

subsonic region. Any disturbance to body shape, such as

ablation in a real flow, will be reflected as a change in

the subsonic region of the flow.

As the fluid in the subsonic region accelerates,

it will turn to pass around the model tip and follow the

surface cf the body. This turning of the flow generates

very large expansions in region 4', depending on the body

shape. The sharp corner shown here is the most extreme

case. Inviscid theory would predict an infinite pressure

gradient at this point as the radius of curvature of the

fluid streamnlines near the surface is almost zero. The

bow shock ahead of the body, prior to the interaction

of the expansion fan in region 4', will be slightly

curved. In region 4' the interaction of the expansion

with the bow shock will decrease the bow shock strength

more rapidly than before the interaction. The turning

angle of the flow through the shock will be zero on

the centerline, increase along the shock to reach a

maximum near the end of the sonic line, and decrease

to zero far from the body. As in the pointed body case,

the bow shock must decrease in strength and become a Mach
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wave far from the body.

The region 5', near the tip following the expansion

at the corner, is a region where the flow may adapt in

various ways to the expansion through region 4'. For

the radical flow direction changes that occur around

the tip corner, the fluid may overexpand in turning

the corner. A recompression shock, 5', will occur in

this region to adjust the flow to the proper conditions.

* pSome investigators have observed that the flow separates

because it cannot follow the body surface around tKe

corner. In reattaching, the flow must turn through a

small, but nonnegligible angle, producing a reattachment

shock. Another possible cause of a recompression shock

is a complicated wave pattern formed by the reflection

of the expansion fan from the sonic line and bow shock

as a series of compression waves which coalesce to form

a compression shock. This is discussed by Perkins et al

(27). Experimental results show these mechanisms are

both very geometry dependent, and either may be the

cause of a recompression shock for a given geometry

with different flow conditions.

The expansion region 6' is again present as the

flow turns to follow the body, and the piessure decreases.

In region 7', the flow direction has returned to roughly

the original direction.

The layer of fluid close to the body is not only

rotational, but has gradients in the thermodynamic



properties due to the shock curvature. As the boundary

layer develops next to the body it will lie at the bottom

of this region and, may eventually, totally contain the

region. The shock curvature is highest in the region

where the bow shock and expansion in region 4' interact

and approaches zero at an infinite distance from the

body. The shock angle is a maximum at the stagnation

streamline and decreases to the Mach angle at infinity.

The fluid near the stagnation streamline, which will

be at the bottom of the boundary layer, will have an

entropy rise due to the strong shock and a velocity

gradient will exist across the streamlines due to the

shock curvature. As each streamline is entrained into

the boundary layer, it will be in a unique state and have

a different history. This region is discussed by Hayes

and Probstein (26) as the entropy wake, a region where

the flow has markedly higher entropy due to passing

through a strong shock wave.

5.2 BOW SHOCK SHAPE AND STRUCTURE

The flowfield around the model was visualized with

a shadowgraph optical system. Since the shadowgraph

visualization system is sensitive to the second deriva-

tive of density, it provides a good record of the bow

shock shape. It has the disadvantage that little

quantitative information can be obtained.

Shadowgraphs were taken of all seven model tips at

00 and 2.90 angle of attack (Appendix A). Several
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general features of the flow structure may be noted

quickly. All blunt noses give a detached, curved bow

shock. The pointed tip produces an attached shock wave

which is slightly curved due to the expansion around

the ogive nose of the body. Some cases of bluntness

produce interior shocks (shocks behind the bow shock),

e.g. A-7. These may be due to an overexpansion of the

flow around the tip corner or a complicated wave pattern

as discussed in Section 4.1. This shock can be seen

just behind the corner of the flat tips. Its strength

seems to increase with bluntness. A complex series of

interior shocks is seen on the windside of the model at

angle of attack, e.g. A-10. These shocks appear to

increase in strength with increasing hemispherical

bluntness at a fixed angle of attack. The same shock

system is strongest for the small flat tip and disappears

in the two larger flat cases. It will be shown later,

however, that all these shocks are actually very weak

and that the shock strength cannot be judged from the

photographs. The weak wave which appears at roughly

X/D=0.5 for the pointed tip (e.g. A-I), and in a

0 corresponding position for the other tips, is due to

the small janction step where the tip screwed into the

model.

5.2.1 BOW SHOCK ANALYSIS

Following the analysis of Van Dyke and Gordon (21)

bow shock shapes were fitted to the equation
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F --

r2 = 2RsX-BsX2  (1)

where r and X are the coordinates of the shock position in

a cylindrical polar system originating at the shock vertex.

This equation may define any conic section and gives some

basic insight into the interaction of the body and the

shock it produces.

The nose radius of the shock, Rs, is the radius at

its vertex and is indicative of the vorticity in the

fluid near the stagnation streamline. This fluid will

be the first to be affected by the body and is important

in the early development of the boundary layer. The

bluntness parameter, Bs, is a measure of the eccentricity

of the shock. Bs=-l for a hyperbolic section and B is

0 for a parabolic section. A hyperbola eventually

approaches an asymptote and the curvature of the shock

therefcre decreases. It decreases for a parabolic shock

as well, but much more slowly. The bluntness parameter,

Bs, may be used to indicate the amount of the fluid

that has passed through a curved shock wave. As Bs

becomes more positive from the hyperbolic value of -1,

a larger portion of the downstream flowfield will have

passed through the curved shock wave with the associated

entrupy gradient.

Shock wave shapes were transferred from the photo-

graphs to graph paper by optical means and coordinates

of the shock position were taken from the graph. A

least squares polynomial fit was used to obtain the
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coefficient values. The curve fits obtained were accurate

to within 5-10%. The choice of the coordinate system

poses a problem. The X axis was aligned with the model

axis for this comparison. It was also placed along the

undisturbed freestream flow direction and th2 results

were ro,;ghly comparable. This is due to the small angle

of attack present, and not indicative of the independence

of the proper choice of the axis system.

Table 1 presents the values of Rs and Bs obtained from.

the shock curve fits. Examination of Table 1 reveals

several clear patterns. Rs , at zero angle of attack,

increases with the bluntness of the nose. When the

values of Rs are placed in order of increasing magnitude,

the round and flat tip values alternate. Although the

round and flat tips present roughly the same blunted

cross sectional area, a strong difference in the shock

structure exists causing this behavior. This is under-

standable from the aspect of blast wave theory (28).

Here, a blast wave or piston-wave analogy is made for

the blunted tip. The factor which typifies the tip is

the energy imparted to the fluid in the unsteady analogy.

This energy may also be interpreted as the drag due to

the tip blunting. Clearly the variation of drag with

tip blunting would give a pattern of roughly this.

alternating type. This pattern is repeated in Bs but

is not exac.l.y the same, as the values of Bs for both

the F2 and F3 tips are more positive than the value of
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Bs for the R3 tip. With angle of attack Bs decreases

on the windside for a given tip and increases on the

leeside. No clear trend is seen in the changes in

Rs at an angle of attack.

The quantities R and B can be translated into
S 5

shock curvature, K. With the basic equation of curvature

K (2)
{l + (r' )2}

wherJ:e

r f(X) (3)

the equation for curvature for these conic sections can be

derived as

-B S(2RsX-BsX2)/2 -(Rs-BsX)2(2RsX-BsX2 )- 3/2

FX2 (Bs 2 -Bs) + X(2Rs-2Rs s) - RS2]

2RsX - BsX2

When the values of Rs and Bs are substituted and the values

of K compared for model tips the results are much clearer.

Table 2 presents the curvature at X/D=0.5 for all

seven tips. The pattern of increasing Rs is again seen

at zero angle of attack, but is now also present at angle

of attack. A small angle of attack should not produce

a marked change in the shock shape. Figure 15 shows a

comparison of K along the shock for the R2 tip at 00 and

2.90 angle of attack.. The curvature of the shock wave

is increased on the windside and decreased on the leeside

of the body at aui angle of attack. This can be paralleled
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This contrasts with the present study where the inflection

point location is not at a fixed number of tip diameters.

Results of this study are shown in Figure 16. Further

analysis showed that the location of the inflection point

was not dependent on the tip bluntness but, rather on

the shock strength and the local surface inclination at

the point on the body where the shock originates. Since

with this model the surface inclination varies mono-

tonically along the axis, tip bluntness and the local

inclination angle can be correlated. If the inflection

point is plotted versus ec, the local inclination at the

corner of the flat tip, the results shown in Figure 17

are obtained. The three points obtained from this study

show an approximate linear trend and are compared with

the results of Geise and Bergholdt for 150 half angle

truncated cones. Present results give a higher value of

Xi/d t at ec=15C, but it is felt that this is due to a

Mach number effect as the recompression shock would have

a larger inclination at M=2.45 than at M=3.0 for an equal

shock strength. This would in turn give a lower value

of Xi/dt. No similar observation can be made for the

hemispherical tips. This is in agreement with the findings

of Perkins et al (27) who found this recompression

phenomenon was very geometry dependent. This discussion

must be qualified as no information on shock strength

was available. This discussicn does however give a good

insight into this recompression and bow shock phenomenon,
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in blast wave theory as well since less energy would have

to be imparted to the fluid around the nose on the leeside

and more would be required on the windside. This is also

seen in Table 2 for all the model tips except the F2 and

F3 tips.

Insight into these trends and other features of the

flowfield is gained through the discussion given by Bennet

(29). The features of the bow shock can be related to

the interaction between the bow shock on the centerline

and the expansion fan originating as the fluid turns to

follow the surface. As the expansion fan interacts with

the bow shock, the shock strength decr. ases and a decrease
1

in the bow shock angle is present. This fan is clearly

visible in the photographs of the flow near the tip,

e.g. A-11. The flat tips have a noticeable shock emanating
I

from the tip corner. This is due to a recompression

following an overexpansion of the flow around the corner

(Section 5.3.1). The shock is produced as the expansions

reflected off the sonic line and bow shock as compression

waves coalesce. The recorpression shock can be seen to

produce a small sharp increase and inflection point in
I

the bow shock angle for the flat tipped models. This is

due to the increase in shock strength as the two compres-

sion waves interact. Geise and Bergholdt (30) noted this

in a study of truncated cones at M=2.45. They noted the

inflection or interaction of the two shocks occured

between 13 and 16 tip diameters behind the shock vertex.
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but does not deal with the many difficult points involved.

5.2.2 SHOCK DETACHMENT DISTANCE

Predictions of detachment distance were made using

the methods proposed by Leipman and Roshko (31), Love (32),

Kaatari (33), and Guy (34). These predictions are plotted

in Figure 18. All show a similar trend and are in fair

agreement.

Experimental determination of the actual standoff

distance from the shadow photographs available was dis-

cussed in Section 4.3.3. For the small blunting, where

L is also very small, inaccuracies in the measurements

resulted in a negative standoff distance. This is, of

course, physically impossible.

With the geometry involved, the standoff distance

would be small for most of the cases examined. Measure-

ments of these tistances is not possible with the accuracy

necessary to. obtain reliable values. The F3 tip, which

has a geometry large enough to allow accurate measurement,

does give a standoff distance in good agreement with Love

(33) and Leipmann and Roshko (31).

5.3 MODEL SURFACE PRESSURES

5.3.1 OGIVE NOSE

Figures 19 and 20 show the surface pressure distribu-

tions on the ogive nose obtained with Model B for the

pointed tip. Pressure taps were only available from

X/D=1.25 to 2.75.
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As expected with the pointed tip, the pressure decreases

monotonically along the ogive nose in a smooth curve. When

compared with theoretical methods, the tangent cone method

is seen to give the better prediction of the surface pres-

sures but even this method is not good over the forward

portion of the tip. The tangent cone method gives fairly

good agreement at 00 angle of attack but is slightly less

accurate at a=2.9 0 . At angle of attack, the pressure is

higher on the windside than the leeside. The discrepancy

in realings at X/D=1.275 is due to an impinging wave from

the tunnel section junction. These results are in agree-

ment with expectations and show no unexpected behavior.

Pressure distributions on the R3 tip are shown in

Fiqures 21, 22, and 23. Note that the measurements of

X/D are taken from the virtual pointed tip of the ogive.

The model tip is located at X/D=0.309 for this case.

The figures show both the pressure along the entire nose

for the R3 tip and a comparison of the pressures for the

R3 and P tips on an expanded scale. The pressure is a

maximum at the stagnation point and decreases very

rapidly around the tip as the flow expands through the

transonic region. The pressure gradient exceeds

1.85 x 107 N/m 2/m (6.83 x 101 psi/in) around the tip

corner for zero angle of attack. The pressure relaxes

to the ogive surface pressures almost instantaneously

after passing the tangency point between the hemisphere

and the ogive. Again, at angle of attack, pressures are
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higher on the windside and lower on the leeside as expected.

The pressure gradient at the tip is decreased on the wind-

side and increased on the leeside at incidence. The results

compare well with Perkins et al (27) who examined the sur-

face pressures on blunted cones. They found that at lower

Mach numbers an overexpansion and recompression occured

near the sonic point or tip corner. Their results show

this overexpansion is very small at Mach numbers near

3.0 for hemispherically blunted tips and present results

confirm this. The pressure distributions show that the

series of interior shocks on the windside of the model

at angle of attack are of very low strength (see Section

5.2). These are felt to be due to the wave system dis-

cussed in Section 5.1 and by Perkins et al (27). The

geometry dependence of this wave system is confirmed by

these results. They produce no noticeable effect on the

surface pressures. This shows that the strength of

these interior shocks cannot be judged from the shadow-

graphs that were taken. When theoretical pressure co-

efficients are compared, the modified Newtonian theory

predicts the pressures on the hemisphere quite well.

The tangent cone method remains more accurate on the

ogive section. This is valid at all angles of attack

examined.

Surface pressure distributions for the F3 tip are

plotted in Figures 24, 25, and 26. The model tip is at

X/D=0.404 and the first three points were all taken on
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the flat face. The first was on the centerline, the

second halfway to the tip corner, and the third was

about 2 mm from the tip corner. They are spaced apart

for clarity. Again a comparison with the pressures

for the P tip is shown on an expanded scale. The most

striking feature is the series of pressure changes near

the tip corner. The flow around the corner experiences
9

a very large pressure gradient and overexpands around

the tip. A recompression shock raises the pressure

again and then a slight relaxation to the normal ogive

values is present. This behavior is validated by the

shadowgraphs as discussed in Section 5.2. The minimum

pressure seems to be unaffected by model angle of attack

or azimuthal position. The recompression is stronger on

the windside and the recompression shock strength in-

creases with increasing incidence. The converse is true

on the leeside with a smaller recompression than on the

windside and a decrease in recompression shock strength

with increasing incidence. The location of the compres-

sion shock measured from the shadowgraphs is shown in

the figures to verify the position of the compression.

When compared to theoretical methods, it is clear

that neither Newtonian or modified Newtonian pressure

coefficients are completely adequate as the pressure is

not constant across the tip face as would be predicted.

The surface pressure decreases at the edge of the tip

due to the beginning of the corner expansion. However.
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near the center of the blunt face, modified Newtonian

theory again prediccs the pressure fairly accurately.

For both the R3 and F3 tips, the pressure distri-

butions returned to the normal ogive nose values very

quickly following the immediate area of the blunted

tip. The distance required foT the pressure to normalize

to the ogive values will be designated as X ew or the

entropy impingement distance (36). Downstream of this

point, the entropy wake no longer has any influence on

the surface pressures on the model except through its

influence on the displacement surface to be discussed

later.

5.3.2 CYLINDRICAL AFTERBODY

Surface pressures on the cylindrical afterbody were

measured as described in Section 4.4.3. Figures 27, 28,

and 29 show surface pressures along the body for a=00

and a=2.9 0 for all seven model configurations. Within

experimental accuracy, model tip geometry has no effect

on the surface pressures over the cylinder. This is

valid at the angle of attack examined. Pressures at

the last two locations have been affected by the re-

flected bow shock. The scatter at the first data point

in Figure 27 and X/D=3.5 in Figure 28 is due to an im-

pinging wave from the tunnel junction.

This lack of dependence on tip shape is explained

in the following way. If the problem is considered as
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totally inviscid, all tip bluntness effects on the surface

pressures are concentrated near the tip and are due to

the change in the shock wave and expansion structure. It

may be stated that once the flow has passed Xew all shocks

and expansions associated with the tip bluntness are up-

stream. The inviscid features of the flow are the same

downstream of Xew, whether the tip is pointed or blunted.

With the inclusion of viscous effects, the same

arguments are valid for any shock structure present.

Displacement surface effects being the only major dif-

ference between the inviscid and viscid cases, it may

be concluded that displacement surface effects are very

insensitive to tip bluntness as well. The change in the

growth of the displacement surface may be significant,

but will produce only a small change in the effective

body shape. This will produce surface pressure changes,

but the change may be too small to be seen at this small

angle of attack. The tip bluntness has no major effect

on the surface pressure distribution on the cylindrical

t body at small angles of attack.

5.3.3 COMPARISON WITH COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

Computational results for surface pressure distributions

are only available for the pointed tip. Results of the PNS

code have not been received and so only the BL code results

will be used.

Figure 30 shows a comparison of model surface pressures

at zero angle of attack with the computational results. The
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lower solid line shows the results of an inviscid calcula-

tion. The upper solid line shows the results of a viscous

calculation which included displacement surface effects

as described for the BL code. Both codes predict the

pressure distribution trends well and the displacement

surface effects seem to make very little difference in

the computation except very near the ogive cylinder

junction. However, the computational results tend to

be lower than the experimental results along the total

length of the body. Comparisons at 20, 40, and 50 angle

of attack have also been made (1,2). All showed the BL

code was capable of predicting the surface pressure trends

in both the streamwise and circumferential directions,

but did not predict the surface pressure correctly.

Displacement surface effects produced little variation

in the surface pressures and do not appear to be critical

within the range of angle of attack examined.

5.4 BOUNDARY LAYER TRANSITION

kn examination of the shadowgraph photographs was

made to determine the transition region. Over the

ogive nose, the boundary layer was generally less than

one millimeter in thickness which makes observation

difficult.

Figure 31 shows the location of the transition region

* in terms of the centerline distance X, with the origin

at the virtual point of the ogive. Results are shown for

both 0=00 and =1800 at a=00 to give an estimate of accuracy.
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At zero angle of attack, transition seems to move down-

stream slowly with increasing tip bluntness. The flat

tip blunting seems to cause transition upstream of both

the pointed and hemispherical tips. As the model is

moved to an angle of attack, transition appears to move

upstream on the leeside and be shifted downstream on

the windside.

Another comparison was made using the surface

distance, s, or the distance the fluid has travelled

along the surface of the body from the stagnation point.

Figure 32 shows the transition region, where plotted

in terms of the surface distance, s, is rather insensi-

tive to hemispherical blunting at a=00. Flat blunting

causes a small forward movement of the transition region

with increasing bluntness. With angle of attack, transi-

tion again moves forward on the leeside and rearward on

the windside.

Ericsson (36) presented a very complete discussion

and outline of the importance of the entropy swallowing

process on transition. Entropy swallowing is the process

of entraining all of the fluid with higher entropy due

to the strong portion of the bow shock into the boundary

layer. Ericsson finds that windside transition is guided

by entropy wake swallowing very strongly and this is

supported by the present data. At angle of attack, more

distance will be required to complete the entropy swallow-

ing and consequently transition is retarded. On the leeside
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Ericsson found that transition is dominated by crossflow

effects. Comparison with his results is not possible as

his tests were made at hypersonic speeds. He concluded

that transition moved forward (as it does in this case)

because of the increasing crossflow effect at angle of

attack.

Transition on blunted bodies is influenced by two

main factors, as discussed by Stetson and Rushton (35).

These factors are a reduction in the Reynolds number due

to the blunting and the variation of the transition
9

Reynolds number with tip blunting. With tip blunting,

the Reynolds number decreases tending to move transition

aft while the variation in transition Reynolds number
p

with tip blunting tends to move the transition location

forward. They found that increasing bluntness delayed

transition initially but that a reversal occured eventually

and the transition location would move forward again. This

is because the decrease in the transition Reynolds number

with tip blunting is much larger than the reduction in

Reynolds number due to tip blunting. This is seen in

the present study as increasing hemispherical blunting

delays transition while increasing the bluntness to a

flat tip brings the transition region forward again.

No comparison of the present experimental data with

others is possible wi-th any confidence because of the

inaccurate determination of the transition region and the

small amount of data on the entropy wake effects for the
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cases considered.

5.5 BOUNDARY LAYER ANALYSIS

To obtain boundary layer velocity and Mach number

* profiles, the static pressure was taken to be constant

in the normal direction and equal to the wall pressure

and a total temperature profile, suggested by Settles,

* 1975, was assumed with

To = T o[l.0 + 0 .05( 1-Y/6)] (5)

While this is an approximation to the actual total

* temperature distribution, the profiles that are obtained

are very insensitive to the temperature distribution.

Figure 33 shows typical pitot pressure profiles for

* a case of moderate blunting and the pointed tip. The

edge of the boundary layer is not well defined for the

.2 tip. For the blunted case, the strong shock curvature

effect present produces normal derivatives of the flow

properties much larger than those encountered with a

pointed tip. These flow property gradients tend to

make the boundary layer region more difficult to distin-

guish. Using the wall static pressure, the assumed total

temperature profile, and a iirst estimate of the boundary

layer edge made from the pitot profile, these surveys

were reduced to give the velocity profiles shown in

Figure 34. Now the edge of the boundary layer is more

* definite in both cases. The P tip has no velocity

gradient outside the boLrdary layer, while a small
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velocity gradient is present outside the boundary layer

for the R2 tip. This problem was encountered in the

reduction of many of the surveys made. The problem

became more pronounced with increasing tip bluntness,t

at forward survey locations, and on the leeside at angle

of attack. An iterative process was used until the

selected boundary layer thickness was judged to be near

the true value. Only the integrated values of displace-

ment and momentum thickness can be presented with any

real confidence. Velocity profiles for all model tips

at Stations 2, 9, and 14 are graphed in Appendix B for

00 and 2.90 angle of attack.

Analysis was also performed by using an "in house"

program to fit the experimental data to the Law of the

Wall-Law of the Wake profile. This program was based on

a code developed by Sun and Childs (37). It uses an

iterative technique to vary the parameters of the Wall-

Wake Law until the deviation of the experimental data

from the Wall-Wake Law is minimized. While the Wall-

Wake Law was developed for the flat plate turbulent

boundary layer and may not be technically correct for

the analysis of these profiles, it was utilized as it

was felt to provide a good method to show the boundary

layer development. This method of locating the boundary

layer edge is the least arbitrary so it is felt to be

the best indication of the boundary layer development.

All surveys examined were anlayzed with this program

and good Wall-Wake curve fits were obtained. The values
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of the boundary layer parameters were then computed from

the fitted Wall-Wake Law velocity profile. They are

accurate to within ±10%. These values are more accurate

as the lower portion of the boundary layer was included

in their computation. This region had to be deleted

from experimental surveys due to probe interference and,

for some cases at Station 2, the deleted section consti-

tuted a majo. portion of the boundary layer.

To provide a comparison of the fullness of the

boundary layer, the power law

u
u e 1/n (6)

was utilized. Though only valid over the central portion

of the layer for the turbulent compressible boundary

layer, it provides a simple estimate of profile fullness.

The values of n were obtained by taking the logarithms

of the Y/6 and u/Ue profiles and then obtaining a least

squares linear curve fit to obtain the slope which then

gives the value of n. This method is felt to be more

accurate than the graphical analysis of Beck (1). Values

of n are estimated to be within ±0.15.

Tables of the most important boundary layer character-

* Pistics are contained in Appendix C for future comparison

and use. The source of all values and an estimated

accuracy is given.

0 The boundary layer development will be examined first

at zero angle of attack in an attempt to understand the
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effect of tip bluntness. Then a discussion of the windside

and leeside boundary layers will follow. Finally a summation

of the observed trends and effects will be made.

5.5.1 ZERO ANGLE OF ATTACK

Boundary layer surveys at zero angle of attack were

analyzed as discussed above. A favorable gradient is present

over the nose. A very slight adverse pressure gradient is

present along the body after the ogive cylinder junction.

The boundary layer must undergo some decceleration near

Station 2. These pressure gradients are shown in Figures

19 and 27, and are discussed in Section 5.3.

A plot of displacement and momentum thickness along

the body is shown in Figure 35. Both 6* and 6 increase

with X as would be expected. This increase is very nearly

linear for the momentum thickness and is generally linear

for the displacement thickness but some cases of tip

bluntness exhibit a different behavior. The two most

blunt tips, F3 and R3, produce a much more rapid increase

in 6* and 0 than the other tips. While this appears to

be linear it is probably some power function of the

Reynolds number. However, in this range of Reynolds

number it is effectively linear. Figure 36 shows a plot

of 6* and e versus the tip radius for each station. It

is seen that the values of e increase with increasing tip

bluntness at each station. Displacement thickness does

not correlate well with tip bluntness at Stations 2 and 9,
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but tends to exhibit a scaling effect at Station 14. This

will be discussed later. The values of e increase with

increasing tip radius more rapidly for the flat tips than

the hemispherical tips. At larger values of X momentum

thickness increases more rapidly for both the flat and

hemispherical tips. The values of &e/ax therefore seem

to be dependent on both station or X and tip geometry.

The values of E" are believed to behave in a similar

manner though a linear behavior is not necessarily

supported. At Station 9, the hemispherical tip values of 6*

scale fairly well on Rb, but this is not true for the

flat tips or at Station 2.

If the plot of e versus station is examined, theI
values of 6 increase with increasing bluntness. The values

of 6 at Station 2 are about the same for all model tips and

vary by only 40-50% from the pointed case. Knowing from

the physical standpoint that e=0 at the pointed model tip,

the variation of e at Station 14 tends to show that the

value of Be/@x is dependent on tip geometry. If the values

of 0/4x are plotted versus Rb, a clear trend is seen. For

each geometry of the model tip (hemispherical or flat),

ae/ax increases approximately linearly with Rb as shown in

Figure 37. Also shown is a plot of a6*/Ox versus Rb. A

fairly clear scaling trend is seen here as well. There

seems to be a clear dependence on Rb, but the functional

form is not obvious.
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Figure 35 shows a plot of H versus station for each

model tip. If the value of 5.1 is assumed as the asymptotic

value of H from the pointed tip behavior then the R3 and

F3 model tips produce a boundary layer that takes more time

to adjust to the conditions present. The boundary layer

seems to be in a different condition, dependent on the

t model tip, and not all cases of model tips produce a boundary

layer that has reached a constant condition at the stations

examined. It is also seen that H generally decreases with

increasing tip bluntness as shown in Figure 36. This

reflects the fact that the boundary layer profile is less

full and can be thought of as having had a shorter history

due to the unit Reynolds number reduction caused by the

tip bluntness. The form factor of the boundary layer seems

to be retarded by tip bluntness.

The results of the power law analysis are plotted

versus station and tip bluntness in Figure 38. The

boundary layer is still strongly influenced by the

strong favorable pressure gradient over the nose at

Station 2 and this is evidenced by a relaxation of the

boundary layer from Station 2 to 9. The boundary layer

when subjected to the favorable pressure gradient over

the nose develops in a fuller form and then must decelerate

as it is affected by the adverse gradient along the body.

The fullness, as indicated by n, then increases again at

Station 14. This reflects the general increase in n with

increasing Re,. This is in agreement with the results that
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Settles (38) and Beck (1) obtained with the same model.

The plot of n versus Rb shows the decreasing pattern of

n with tip bluntness at Station 14. This same pattern

is not clear at the other stations but the influence of

the relaxation is felt to be strongly involved here. A

pattern which reflects the actual behavior of n with tip

bluntness may not reveal itself until well after the

boundary layer has readjusted to the adverse pressure

gradient over the cylinder.

Figure 39 shows a plot of n, the wake strength

parameter versus station and Rb. The consistent pattern

seems to be an increase in 7 from Station 2 to 9 and a

decrease from Station 9 to 14. Only the F3 tip does not

follow this pattern. It is also seen that v scales with

Rb at Station 14 but this is not true at Stations 2 and

9. This is again believed to be because of the relaxation

at the forward stations discussed in connection with the

power law exponent, n, which exhibits a similar behavior.

The values of skin friction coefficient are plotted

versus Re in Figure 40. The skin friction coefficient

was computed as a part of the Wall-Wake Law analysis.

Comparison of the computed values from the Wall-Wake

program with experimental values for the floor of the

tunnel is good. The trends indicate that C decreases

with increasing distance along the body, as would be

expected. The variation of Cf for different model tips

at a specific station also becomes less with an increasing
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axial distance. The reduction in the scatter of values

at a specific station is due to the dissipation of the

tip bluntness effects as the boundary layer continues

to develop. Also plotted is a comparison with the skin

friction coefficient predicted by the Van Driest II

method with a recovery factor of 0.897. The general

trend is well predicted but the slope is generally

steeper for the experimental data. The discrepancy isp

due to the fact that the Van Driest II method was

developed for flat plate boundary layers. In this layer,

where an adverse gradient is present, the values of Cf
If

would decrease more rapidly as the layer deccelerates

due to the pressure gradient. As well, the value of

skin friction coefficient increases with increasing tip

bluntness and is always markedly higher for the cases

of large tip blunting. This is due to the fact that the

la:qe tip blunting gives a reduction in Reynolds number

and effectively shortens the wetted length.

The results for Station 2 are felt to be affected

not only by the tip bluntness but also the pressure

0 gradient. At Station 2, the boundary layer is just

leaving the ogive nose where it is affected by a strong

favorable pressure gradient. It must now readjust to a

slight adverse gradient. This nonequilibrium is reflected

in the values of H at Station 2 and the change in n and

ff from Station 2 to 9. The boundary layer parameters at

0 Station 2 may not give a result that is indicative of the
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patterns which will be present at the downstream stations.

In general, the following trends are exhibited by

the results. At a given station, the displacement and

momentum thickness increase with increasing bluntness

while the form factor decreases. A longer distance is

required for the tip bluntness effects to dissipate with

increasing bluntness. Boundary layer growth rates scale
I

on tip bluntness, but different curves are obtained for

each tip geometry. With tip bluntness, the momentum

deficit in the lower boundary layer is increased. The
I

unit Reynolds number reduction due to the normal shock

tends to decrease the effective wetted length. This is

reflected in the reduction of the form factor, H, and

power law coefficient, n. Increasing bluntness generally

increases the skin friction coefficient, again reflecting

the unit Reynolds number reduction due to tip blunting.

5.5.2 WINDSIDE AT ANGLE OF ATTACK

When the model is inclined at an angle of attack, the

V windside boundary layer presents a more complicated problem.

If the flow is considered as consisting of an axial component

and a cross flow component, the boundary layer can be thought

* of as a combination of a flat plate boundary layer and the

boundary layer at the stagnation point of a circular cylinder

normal to the flow. A favorable pressure gradient is present

on the model nose followed by a near zero pressure gradient

along the body downstream of the ogive-cylinder junction.
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These gradients are shown in Figures 20 and 28.

Figure 41 shows the displacement and momentum thick-

nesses plotted versus the axial distance along the model.

Both parameters increase along the body and, at a fixed

axial station, both increase with increasing bluntness.

In comparison with zero angle of attack, the values found

here are lower. Their variation with Rb is shown in

Figure 42. As in the zero angle of attack case, both

parameters increase with increasing tip bluntness in a

manner which is roughly linear over this range but is

probably a complicated function of Reynolds number. The

displacement and momentum thickness again increase at

higher rates for the blunter model tips. An attempt was

made to correlate aM*/ax and ae/3x with tip bluntness.

The results are shown in Figure 43. The trends are not

as clear as they were in the 00 angle of attack case.

Figure 41 shows a comparison of H for each model tip

at the stations surveyed. A trend similar to that found

at zero angle of attack is seen. The asymptotic value

of H is about 5.1, based on the behavior of H for the

pointed tip and for the 00 angle of attack case. For

large tip blunting, the boundary layer form factor is

closer to the asymptotic value at the forward stations

than at 00 angle of attack. While H increases much more

quickly along the bod', it still approaches the value of

5.1 at Station 14. The rate of approach is, however,

much more rapid than in the zero angle of attack case.
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A comparison of H versus Rb is shown in Figure 42. Again

it is seen that H decreases with increasing bluntness at

a given station, reflecting the increase in the momentum

deficit in the lower boundary layer with tip bluntness.

However, this decrease is much smaller for a given tip

radius than at a=0 0 .

The power law parameter, n, is plotted versus

station and Rb in Fibure 44. The value of n increases

slowly along the body and the rate of increase seems to

be very tip dependent. The value of an/ax is highest

for the pointed tip and is roughly zero for the F3 tip.

At the same time, the values of n seem to scale with Rb

at Stations 9 and 14. The slow increase in n for large

blunting is probably due to the unit Reynolds number

reduction for the blunted tip, but also indicates that

it requires more distance for the effects of this reduction

in Reynolds number to be dissipated. In other words,

the entropy wake effects are very slow to dissipate from

the boundary layer as seen in the behavior of H discussed
I

above. Also different from the zero angle of attack case

is the behavior in n from Stations 2 to 9. The decrease

found at zero angle of attack is not seen here. This is

due to the decrease in the adverse pressure gradient

until a nearly flat plate condition is obtained.

Figure 45 shows a plot of n versus station and tip

bluntness. Here again the prevalent pattern has changed

from the zero angle of attack case. The wake strength
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parameter decreases monotonically along the body in all

cases except for the F3 tip. No peak is exhibited at

Station 9 as for the 00 angle of attack case. Again r does

increase with increasing bluntness as seen at zero angle

of attack. In general, the values of 7 obtained are also

lower than those found at zero angle of attack and are

closer to the value of 0.62, the value of T for an

equilibrium flat plate boundary layer.

When skin friction coefficients were compared, in

Figure 46, with the Van Driest II values with r=0.897, a

much better comparison is obtained than at zero angle of

attack. The improvement is probably due to the fact

that the boundary layer is more nearly a flat plate case

which the Van Driest II method was developed to predict.

Again, Cf decreases along the body and the variation with

tip bluntness at each station decreases at higher values

of X. It is believed that increasing bluntness gives a

higher skin friction coefficient because of the Reynolds

number reduction.

The following conclusions can be made concerning the

windside boundary layer development. The boundary layer

parameters, 6* and 8, scale on tip bluntness though

overall values are lower than at zero angle of attack.

The decreased pressure gradient is reflected in the values

of H and Tr, both of which approach the asymptotic value,

determined from t'ie behavior for the pointed tip, more

rapidly. Values of H approach the asymptotic value of 5.1
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more quickly than at zero angle of attack and again scale

on Rb with the larger Rb giving a smaller H. The power

law coefficient behavior is very bluntness dependent.

The rate of increase of n, along the body, decreases

with increasing Rb. At each station, an increase in Rb

gives a decrease in the value of n. The wake strength

parameter, n, is generally lower on the windside and

again increasing bluntness gives increasing values of

i . However, r decreases monotonically along the body

in this case. These results are all felt to be indicative

of the unit Reynolds number reduction and decrease of

the density of the fluid in the boundary layer associated

with the tip blunting.

5.5.3 LEESIDE AT ANGLE OF ATTACK

The boundary layer on the leeside of an inclined body

is subjected to a favorable gradient over the model nose.

Downstream of the ogive-cylinder junction an adverse

gradient, larger than the one at zero angle of attack,

is present. The pressure gradients present are shown in

Figures 20 and 29.

When displacement and momentum thickness are examined

* with increasing axial distance or tip bluntness (Figures

47 and 48), trends similar to those found at a=00 and on

the windside at angle of attack are seen. Displacement

and momentum thickness increase along the body in.a fairly

linear manner and the val.cs are larger than at c=0o for a
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given tip and station. When compared at each station with

increasing tip bluntness, a peak in the values is present

at Rb=0. 2 5 . This is a reversal of all previous patterns.

When D6*/ax and 30/ax were compared with tip bluntness in1

Figure 49 a similar trend was found with a peak present

at R b=0.25.

When H was examined, the values were seen to be mucht
more dispersed around the value of approximately 5.4.

This is shown in Figure 47. The asymptotic value appears

to be about 5.4 in this case. The approach to 5.4 with

distance along the model is even more gradual than in the

previous cases. When plotted against Rb, the same trend is

seen as before. With increasing bluntness, H decreases as

shown in Figure 48. This decrease in H is sharper and drops

farther than in the other cases examined.

The power law coefficient is compared in Figure 50 with
p

axial distance and tip bluntness. It behaves like the zero

angle of attack case with a decrease from Station 2 to 9

and an increase at Station 14. The band of values is much

narrower however and very little variation with Rb is

present. This indicates that the fullness of the boundary

layer is relatively insensitive to tip bluntness on the
0

leeside of the body.

The comparison of r, the wake strength parameter, is

shown in Figure 51. -The value of r increases from Station

2 to 9 and is fairly constant from 9 to 14. When plotted

against Rb, a peak is again present at Rb=0. 25 . This peak
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will be discussed later. It is clear though, that the

boundary layer is in a fairly constant state as soon as

it relaxes from the favorable gradient over the nose.

A comparison of Cf is shown in Figure 52 along with

the values predicted by the Van Driest method. Here the

Van Driest II method gives results which are poorer than

for the windside and zero angle of attack cases examined.

The scatter of values at each station is increased over

that present at a=0 0 . As well, Cf drops much more rapidly

along the body. These observations can be attributed to
1

the increase in the adverse pressure gradient and the

piling up of the boundary layer crossflow.

Overall results on the leeside of the body show that

the boundary layer equilibrates very shortly after the

ogive cylinder junction and then changes its form very

little along the body. The state of the boundary layer

in terms of the parameters H and 7 can be scaled well on

tip bluntness. The power law coefficient, n, experiences

little variation with tip bluntness. Skin friction seems
I

to be very sensitive to tip bluntness and axial distance.

5.5.4 BOUNDARY LAYER SUMMARY

* While the boundary layer is affected by both the tip

bluntness and pressure gradients on the body, these may be

seen to affect different aspects of the boundary layer.

For example, the values of 3e/ax scale on Rb for each case

while the magnitudes of aO/ax for a specific Lip are different

for the three situations examined i.e. a=0 0 , a=2.9 0 , e=00,
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6=1800. The value of aG/ax is always largest on the leeside

and smallest on the windside at a small angle of attack with

the zero angle of attack case falling between the high and

low values. This is indicative of the pressure gradient

difference and may partly be a crossflow effect.

The following observations can be made concerning the

boundary layer paramters and the effects produced by both

tip bluntness and pressure gradient.

Displacement and momentum thickness both increase with

increasing X. At a specific station, increasing tip blunt-

ness also causes an increase in these parameters. A clear

scaling behavior with tip bluntness is seen at the down-

stream stations. The values of 6* and e are greatest with

the largest adverse pressure gradient reflecting the pressure

gradient, though the crossflow may also be involved.

The asymptotic value of H, judged from the pointed tip

behavior, is approached by all cases of tip blunting. The

form factor scales with tip bluntness at any specific sta-

tion with increasing bluntness giving a lower H, reflecting
I

the reduction in the fullness of the velocity profile and

unit Reynolds number due to the tip bluntness. ',9 rate of

approach to the asymptotic value for the b , '.. is

different in the cases of 00 and 2.90 angle of attack. The

return to the value of 5.1 is achieved much more quickly

for the smaller adverse gradient on the windside at angle

of attack. This is felt to reflect an interaction of the

entropy wake, which causes the initial variation with tip
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bluntness, and the pressure gradient, which does not allowI
the entropy wake effects to dissipate.

The fullness of the boundary layer, as reflected in n,

is affected by both the entropy wake and pressure gradient.

The power law exponent scales on tip bluntness at any given

station for the 0o and 2.90 angle of attack case on the

windside. Very little variation of n with tip bluntness

takes place on the leeside at angle of attack. This is

felt to be 6ue to the fact that, with the smaller pressure

gradients, the value of n is more affected by tip bluntness

than the gradient. The pressure gradient does influence

the magnitude of n with the lowest pressure gradient

giving the largest values of n.

Skin friction is reflective of the pressure gradient

when its rate of decrease with distance is examined but,

at a given station, it also reflects the tip bluntness.
1

The values of Cf drop more rapidly for the higher adverse

gradient but a variation with tip bluntness is present at

each station at a given condition. The variation of Cf with

R, is also influenced by the pressure gradient. When the

advlerse gradient is smaller, the entropy wake effects

dissipate more rapidly and the variation of Cf with Rb is

much smaller.

The wake strength parameter is affected by the tip

bluntness at all stat-ions. The overall values of n and

its behavior with distance, is more dominated by the

pressure gradient. The largest absolute values of r and
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Dn/Dx are found with the largest adverse pressure gradients.

This is in good agreement with the behavior of n for a two

dimensional turbulent boundary layer in an adverse pressure

gradient.

In general, the parameter variation with the combination

of tip bluntness and pressure gradient may be explained in

the following way. The entropy wake affects the parameters

at the early stations in a manner anologous to a decrease

in the unit Reynolds number or wetted length and a decrease

in the mass and momentum contained in the boundary layer.

The pressure gradient affects the boundary layer by con-

trolling the rate of dissipation of the entropy wake effects.

For a larger adverse gradient, the entropy wake effects

dissipate more slowly.

5.6 SCALING PARAMETER DEVELOPMENT

From previous analysis it was obvious that a scaling

on tip bluntness was present in some functional form. The

flat and hemispherical tips each scaled in basically the

same manner when using tip radius, Rb. The tip geometry,

flat or hemispherical, was also involved in some functional

way as the scaling rate was different for the two geometries.

A parameter which would be an indication of the severity

and area of the blunting of the tip would collapse the data

onto a single curve. The geometry of the blunting would be

included and only a single curve would result for hemispheri-

cal, flat, and other tip shapes.
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A parameter called the bluntness length and labelled

T3 was developed. 13 is obtained by integrating the surface

angle of the tip along one meridian. This integration is

carried out from the stagnation point to the point on the

tip where the surface angle is the angle necessary for

shock detachment at that freestream Mach number. The

detachment angle was determined from the graphs given in

NACA Report 1135. Refering to Figure 53, T may be written as

13 = I 6ds (7)
0

t where d is the detachment angle point. This gives the

pattern of T as shown in Table 3. A good indication that

the effect of geometry had been removed was given by the

t pattern that appeared and that has been seen earlier in

the bow shock analysis, Section 5.2.1. A small change

would be present in this parameter at angle of attack.

This was recomputed for both the windside and leeside at

2.90 angle of attack. These values of T obtained are all

given in Table 3.

* The additional pressure drag due to the tip bluntness,

Dpb, was also computed. The computational method proposed

by Krasnov (39) was utilized. Krasnov used a series of

* formulas for the pressure distribution over the blunted

region of the tip. The formulas used were compared with

experimental results by Krasnov and showed good agreement.

The drag coefficients are then computed by integrating the

pressure distribution over the blunt tip region. The value
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of the drag coefficient is equal for all the tips of a

given geometry or for the hemispherical tips CDpb=0. 8 69

and for the flat tips CDpb=1 .6 5 5 . The additional drag is

then computed using the formula

2 2
Dpb = CDpb CV rb (8)

This gives the values of Dpb shown in Table 4. This clearly

removes the effect of tip geometry and gives the same pattern

found with the bluntness length above.

When the parameters TB and Dpb were used instead of

Rb, a very good correlation of the data is obtained. Each

parameter gave a very similar correlation of the data.

The remaining plots will be made with1B as the blunting

parameter, though nearly equivalent plots could be obtained

with Dpb. Only the cases that scaled well with Rb will be

shown to illustrate the improved coorelation. Cases which

did not scale well with Rb are felt to be affected by other

factors (i.e., entropy wake entrainment, pressure gradient

changes) so that no real scaling can take place with tip

bluntness.

Figure 54 shows a comparison of 1 versus the shock

bluntness parameter, Bs , at zero angle of attack. The

results give trends that are physically understandable.

Increasing M gives a less negative Bs or a bow shock that

has a larger portion which is strong and curved. As M

approaches zero, Bs tends to approach large negative values

indicating a decrease in the bluntness and the approach to
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the straight or only slightly curved conical shock that

would be obtained with a sharp tip. Figure 55 shows a

comparison of e at Stations 2, 9, and 14 with 1. The

parameter privides a good correlation of the data. Figure

56 shows a plot of a6*/ax and ae/ax versus D and, again,

an excellent correlation of the data is obtained. A

single curve is produced in each case. A plot of H and n

versus T was also made for a=0 0 at Station 14 and is shown

in Figure 57.

At angle of attack, similar results can be obtained

as shown in Figure 58 where 8, and r are plotted versus T3

for selected stations on the windside. Figure 59 shows a

plot of H versuE .1 on the leeside and again the data corre-

lates well.

The bluntness length parameter, 1, or the additional

pressure drag, CDpb, give a good correlation of the data

and removes tip geometry effects from the results. Either

bluntness parameter is effective in correlating all the

parameters which can be scaled with Rb and provides a

correlation which is as good as the one obtained with Rb.

In attempting to explain the significance of the

b...iness lenath an argument phrased in terms of unsteady

Fiston theory 6 helpful. Here the outline of the body

-a. re thought of as a time history of the position of a

.he slope of the surface ot the body as the

s n. The parameter, 3, may be interpreted

a- ;.h weighted by the velocity of



the piston. It is an indication of the distance the piston

travelled and the speed at which it travelled that distance.

This is to say that the bluntness length would give a rough

idea of the work exerted on the piston to move it or the

additional drag incurred by a blunted body tip.
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I

CONCLUSIONS

* An examination of the turbulent boundary layer over an

axisymmetric body was made at M=2.94 with a unit Reynolds

number of 6.3 x 10 per meter. Results of the surface

pressure and boundary layer measurements may be summarized

as follows.

I) Tip bluntness produces a detached, curved bow

9 shock and an associated entropy wake (a region

of fluid with increased entropy due to the

strong shock portion of the bow shock). The

shock shape is affected by the size and type

of the tip blunting. For a given blunting

geometry, the size of the entropy wake in-

creases with increasing tip size. At an

angle of attack, the radial extent of the entropy

wake is increased on the windside and decreased

on the leeside.

2) Tip bluntness has a significant effect on the

surface pressure distributions only very near

the model tip. Surface pressures return ti

the values obtained for the sharp tipped body

very quickly following the blunted tip.

3) The interaction of the entropy wake with the

ooundary layer has a significant effect on its
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streamwise development. The effects are thus

strongly dependent on tip geometry and size.

In the simplest sense, the entropy wake may

be thought of as influencing the boundary layer

by reducing the Reynolds number based on length

at a given point. This results in a reduction

in the fullness of the boundary layer velocity

profile and increase in the skin friction co-

efficient. The pressure gradient, in combina-

tion with the entropy wake, also influences

the boundary layer. The following statements

briefly summarize the influence of the entropy

wake and pressure gradient on the boundary

layer.

a) On the windside, where the boundary

layer is subjected to a near zero

streamwise pressure gradient, the

effects of the entropy wake dissipate

more quickly than for a more adverse

gradient.

b) On the leeside of the body, the entropy

wake effects dissipate very slowly due

to the larger adverse pressure gradient.

c) Transition is affected by the interaction

of the entropy wake and the developing

9
boundary layer. The trends are correctly

predicted by theory.
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4) A correlation of the boundary layer parameters

in terms of tip bluntness was developed by

using either the blunt tip pressure drag or

the bluntness length, 1, as a scaling parameter.

The bluntness length obtained by

d

I0 6ds
t

provides an indication of the actual area and

severity of the tip blunting. When parameters

which scale on tip radius are plotted versus

ro or Dpb , the effect of tip geometry is removed,

and a single curve is obtained for all cases.

I.
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Table 1: Shock Shape Parameters
Shock Radius, R (mm)* s

Tip R1 Tip R2 Tip R3 Tip Fl Tip F2 Tip F3

a=O 0 2.08 4.19 8.89 2.18 5.99 12.01

a c=2.90 2.44 4.39 8.18 3.02 4.52 11.66
w/S
a=2.9 0.91 4.37 9.02 1.78 6.60 13.64
L/S

Shock Bluntness, B

T ip RI Tip R2 Tip R3 Tip Fl Tip F2 Tip F3

O(=0 -0.22 -0.20 -0.17 -0.22 -0.17 -0.16

o t=2.9 °  -0.18 -0.16 -0.14 -0.18 -0.17 -0.10
w/s

,=2.9 °  -0.30 -0.25 -0.24 -0.27 -0.22 -0.21
L/S

Table 2: Shock Curvature, K x 103 (mm- )

Tip R1 Tip R2 Tip R3 Tip F1 Tip F2 Tip F3

(1=0 -0.92 -2.38 -5.75 -1.00 -3.93 -7.87

a=2.9 -1.37 -2.94 -5.91 -1.83 -2.96 -9.09
w/s
a=2.9 -1.71 -2.13 -4.76 -0.56 -3.72 -8.03
L/S

Table 3: Bluntness Length Parameter, (mm)

Tip R1 Tip R2 Tip R3 Tip F1 Tip F2 Tip F3

a=0 1.34 3.33 6.58 1.99 4.99 9.97

a (=2.90 1.29 3.20 6.33 2.06 5.15 10.30
W/S

a=2.90 1.31 3.26 6.46 1.93 4.83 9.65
L/S

T-1



Table 4: Pressure Drag on Blunt Tip, D pb (N)

Tip R1 Tip R2 Tip R3 Tip F1 Tip F2 Tip F3

a=00,2.90 0.56 3.60 13.95 0.98 6.14 25.57

T-



FIGURES

A list of figures is given on page viii.

Experimental data points are connected by straight lines

in some figures to aid the reader in observing trends.

These lines do not necessarily give the true values between

P data points.

The following symbol key is for Figures 35-59 where

data points are presented for all seven model tips.

Symbol zip

0 P

6 Rl

V R2

R3

Fl

* F2

F3
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pAl Tip P =

A2 Tip R1i =

A3 Tip R2 =0

pA4 Tip R3 aO

.A5 Tip F1l =O

A6 Tip F2 =

A7 Tip F3 aO

A8 Tip P a~=2.9 0

A9 Tip R1 a=2.9O

A10 Tip R2 a=2.9 0

All Tip R3 a~=2.9 0

A12 Tip Fla=.

A13 Tip F2 a=2.90

A14 Tip F3 a=2.9'

A-1



Phot-qraph Al: Tip P, ax 00

A. 2



IoI

Photogjraph A2: Tip Ri, a 00.
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Photograph A3: Tip R2, a 00.
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AI

Photograph A4: Tip R3, a 00
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Photogratrh A5: Tip Fl, a 00
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414

Photograph A6: Tip F2, ai 00
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Photograph A7: Tip F3, a 0
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4 t

Photograph A8: Tip P, a~ 2.90.

A- 9
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1Photograph A9: Tip RI, a 2.90.
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Photograph A10: Tip R2, a 2.9

A-li



IfI

Photograph All: Tip R3, a-2.90
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~j~q~ 4", 4-q:_~

2 .4

A- 13



Photogr-aph A13: Tip F2, al 2.90

A- 14



Photograph A14: Tip F3, a 2.9.
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APPENDIX B Velocity Profile Comparisons

Figure Subject

Bl X/D= 3.175 a=O0

B2 X/D= 4.925 a=0°

B3 X/D= 6.175 a=0

B4 X/D= 3.175 a=2.9' t=O

B5 X/D= 4.925 a=2.9 ° =O0°

B6 X/D= 6.175 a=2.90 4=O0

B7 X/D= 3.175 a=2.9' 4=180 °

B8 X/D= 4.925 a=2.9' =180 °

B9 X/D= 6.175 a=2.9' 0=180 °

Note: When the incidence is given as 2.90
the plot is for the windside ( 0=0 0
and when the incidence is given as -2.9°
the plot is for the leeside (#=180°)
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TGT. OGIVE CYLINDER9 STUDY
9 M=2.95 =...........-

0

INCIDENCE= 0.0
*X/D= 3.175 STRTION 2

*NOSE RUN TEIST UE DOEL T R:....
? ED TIP P 10 5 5-7 4. 0. 003 571' ..........

O0 TIP R1 10 581.1 0. 00158:
A TIP R2 10 7 578.8 0. 00202;

*+ TIP R3 10 8 562.9 0. 002351
C~)
-bo X TIP Fl 10 4 576.8 0. 00168::

0 <>TIP F2 10 3 567.7 0. 00230:

+ TIP F3 10 2 544.6 0. 00339: ..

CU)

14

.. .... .K..... ...................................... ... ............ .

0

...... . ... ...

0

0

00 210. 00 310. 00 40.00 so.0n_0 60. 00 7.C
U (y) >10O1

Figure Bi. Velocity Profiles, X/D 3.175, ax 0.
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0

TGT. OGIVE CYLINDER~ STUDY

SM=2.95 FRE=S.3x10Oxx7 M-1................
INCIDENCE= 0.0
X/D= 4.925 STATION 9............

0

NOSE RUN TEST LIE DELTR! .. ........
E3 1E TIP P 30 1 584.6 0. 00237:.......

O 0) TIP F1 12 1 584.2 0.002421

STIP R2 30 2 583.3 0.00259......

*+ TIP R93 30 5 569.5 0. 00391

-bo X TIP F1 11 5 574.8 0. 00252; ..... ......

O 0 TIP F2 30 3 579.8 0. 003149:.................

+~ TIP F3 30 4 5Lj3.6 0.00 361;I

L 0

0
........o ...

* .....

..0....

0u
00 .0 200 300.~.0 5 0 00 0

U(T) ~.1A

* Figure B2~~~~..... V lo it.roils.D....2 , cz= 0
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TGT. OGIVE CYrLINDER9 STUDY ...7
0M=2.95 I9E=6.3x10O)<7 M-l .....
INCIDENCE= 0.0

* X/D= 6.175 STRTION 14l

I.-

*NOSE R~UN TEST U[ DELTR:..
5 [ TJP P 13 2 56'4.2 0. 00286:..

o CD TI~P R1 9 580.2 0. 00502:

&~T]P R92 30 7 577.6 0. 00328::..... ...........

*+ TIP R93 13 4 557.2 0.00405.
CD.

bo X TIP Fl 13 8 565.5 0. 00288: T
O) 0 TIP F2 13 7 564.6 0.003673

+ TIP F3 13 3 544.2 0.00528'..... .. .i...

LJ0

0L C

0

.... .. .. . . . . . .
0j

...o.... ... .... .. ..........
C 1 -t 2'. ..

'I3!0.00 21. 0 i 0.00 qL00 ,0 0C GO. oil 7 0. Cl:>
u (y) 0*O

Fiqure B3. Velocity Profiles, X/D =6.175, ax 00
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TGT. OGIVE CYLINDER9 STUDY

~.M=2.95 RE=6.3x1Oxx7 M-1 ........
C

INCIDENCE= 2.9
X/D= 3.175 STPTION 2

NOSEI RUN TEST UE DELTP.. ....
m MI ]a~ R-8 578.9 0. 00115;..

C C'TIP RI is 10 560.5 0. 00 110
L TIP R2 18 7 578.0 0.00123...

* Ny
£ + TIP R3 18 5 560.7 0.001334

ru\ X< TIP F1 16 9 575.0 0.00121,

0 0 TIP F2 18 8 575.2 0. 00136'
'+ IIP F3 18 4j 5Li8.6 0.00204.......

LLJr

LiJO

5. ... . . . .. .. . . . . .. . .<

- . . ... .... . . .

0 .. .. ...

Ln ... ..... .....

.....0 .. ....... IL........ .....

....... ............

-A1
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TGT. OGIVE CYLINDER9 STUDY
0

SM=2.95 fE=6.3x1Oox7 M-1 ................ ....... .......
0

INCIDENCE= 2.9
X/D= 4.925 STRTJON 9 .......

NOSE RUN VET UE DELTF:
E0 TIP P 17 2 578.7 0. 00171:

0 G TIP R1 17 B 571.1 0. 00164: I
ATIP R2 17 6 569.5 0. 00 167:.... ...

D + TIP R3 17 5 563.9 0. 00177!
-ri X TIP Fl 17 9 576.7 0. 00172'...

C) TIP F2 17 7 573.6 0.00185:

+ TIP F3 17 4 55B.1 0.002101..r3.
LLrj~

S. . ...... .. .............

... ... ...

............... .......
.. ...... ............ . .... ..

L i0. ........... ....

. . .. .. . . . . .

.... ... ....o....... ........... ......

'Ib o30.00 q0. 00 50.00 6"D0D 7
U (y) ~1001

*Figure B5. Velocity Profiles, X/D =4.925, a 2.9, = 00
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TOT. OGIVE CYrLINDER STUDY

SM=2.95 RE=6.3xlOxx7 M-1l.........
INCIDJENCE= 2.9

* X/D= 6.175 STRTION 14l

_,, C15 UN TEST 550. DELT
ED TIP P 19 1 581.8 0. 00203:

C) C TIPF2 1 6 50.20. 00196;
+TIP R3 19 Lj 575.0 0. 00220[ I

D +TIP Fl 19 7 577.3 0. 00208
'-j'X TIP F2 19 5 577.6 0. 00219;
X C: t TIP F3 19 3 5.7 00257:

CjD

L)0

C; . . . .

............... . .............. ............. ...........

0M*

0..... .... .. .................. .........
100 00 00 '00 00 00.~ U T ..... 1.. ...........

* Figure B6. Velocty Profil.s,.X/D.........290 ~= 0

Li ... ... .. . ...... ... ..... .. ....B. .. .. .
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TOT. OGIVE CYLINDER~ STUDY

CM=2.95 R=6.3x1Oxox7 N-i ... ...........
C0

INCIDENCE= -2.9
X/D= 3.175 STPTION 2

0

*NOSE R~UN TEST UE !DELTP...
C) TIP P 20 2 584.5 0..00192

Q)0 TIP RI 20 8 579.3 0. 002071 ----- ......

ATIP R2 20 6 573.8 0.002611......

+ TIP R3 20 4551.8 0. 00277:...................

-4o X TIP Fl 20 7 579.1 0.002212....

c: TIP F2 20 5 574.1 0. 0017:

+ TIP F3 20 3 551.2 0. 00299!. .....

... .......... ............... ..

................................................ .. ........ ......... . ........ . ........................................

C) . . . .

C;. ----

0

0i1 0. 00' 20.00 3:0. 00 '1.0. :00 5 i0.00 6 10..00 7'-.C
U (y) 1

6Figure B7. Velocit.y Profiles, X/D =3.175, a =2.90, 1 = 1800.
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0

TOT. OIVE CYLINDER9 STUDY

V1M=2.95 RE=6.3x1Oxx7 M-1 ................. ...
INCIDENCE= -2.9
X/D= '4.925 STATION 9.................

N 0 S E RUN TEST UE DELTA'.....
I I IP P 24~ 2 559.51 0. 00367;- ..

.. . .. .... .. ... ...... ..

c)0 TIP R1 27 2 560.6 0. 00380:

A TIP R92 24k 6 561.0 0. 005011..

+ TIP R93 24i 4 543.4 0. 00566f
4 oX TIP F1 2~4 7 570.3 0. 00430:

0 c0 TIP F2 27 3 573.1 0. 00699*... 1.. .. .
U)+ TIP F3 24 3 517.5 0. 00450'..

ti-..... .

.......................... .... ...... .. ...... ... ........ ... .----- ----0  ....... .... ..... ....... ...

0
a-- -- -yip. .. 6 1 / .......

0

CB-



00

TCT. OGIVE CYLINDER STUDY

SM=2.95 RE=6. 3x IOxx7 M- 1 I:.....
INCIDENCE= -2.9
XD= 6.175 STPTIUN i4 ......... ..

NfSE RUN TEST UL DELIR:

0 TIP FP 25 2 576.3 0.00501
CD 0 TIP 191 25 8 575.0 0. 00528;. ..

L TIP R92 25 6 570.4 0. 00659.1

+ T.F 3 25 '4 5149.2 0. 00782

XTIP Fl 25 7 512.3 0. 00575:

0< TIP F2 25 5 565.9 0. 00813:
1+TIP F3 26 3 527.2 0. 00630:..(n ..... ....

LLJ C .... ..... ...

...... ... ....... . .
0

... .. ........ .. .. ..- ........ . .. ... . ...
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Figure~~~~~~...... ...eoit.rfleXE 615 x 8



APPENDIX C Boundary Layer Parameter Tables

Table Subject

C1 Displacement thickness, 6

C2 Momentum thickness, 8

C3 Form Factor, H

C4 Power law exponent, n

C5 Wake strength parameter, 7

C6 Skin friction coefficient, Cf

C7 Reynolds number based on
momentum thickness, Ree

1

* C-I



Table Cl

Quantity: Displacement thickness, 6

Units: rr. x i? "

Source: Wall-Wake Fitred Velocity rcfle Analysis

Estimated Accuracy: + 0.05 m x l0
- 3

a=00

Tip P Tip Rl Tip R2 Tip R3 Tip Fl Tip F2 Tip F3

3.175 0.568 0.613 0.682 0.558 0.645 0.752 0.551

4.925 0.920 0.948 [.9() 1.102 0.977 1.165 1.015

6.175 1.056 i.3')9 1.232 1.350 1.185 1.393 1.525

Tip P Tip R1 Tip R2 Tip R3 Tip F1 Tip F2 Tip F3

3.175 0.446 L.44' 0.50C 0.449 0.458 0.527 0.46v

4.c25 0.57 4 0.576 0.607 0.601 0.597 0.665 0.712

6.175 0.680 --- 0.664 0.744 0.679 0.727 0.84u

s=2.90 0=1-1J

*/Di i P Tip R1 Tip R2 Tip R3 Tip Fl Tip F2 Tip F3

3.175 0.797 0.832 0.931 0.784 0.879 1.128 0.764

4.925 1.648 1.678 2.-128 1.769 1.930 2.503 1.599

6.175 2.110 2.246 2.919 2.462 2.508 3.497 2.210

C-2



Table C2

Quantity: Momentum thickness, 6

0 ~ Units: m x 10O

Source: Wall-Wake Fitted Velocity Profile Analysis

Estimated Accuracy: +0.01 m x 10-

a0

Ti 7'ip P Tip RI Tip R2 Liip R3 Tip Fl Tip F2 Tip F3

3.175 0.108 0.114 0.132 0.124 0.119 0.149 0.136

4.925 0.177 0.180 0.187 0.233 0.187 0.228 0.244

6.175 0.208 0.21,j (,.242 0.262 0.233 0.275 0.345

a~=2.9 C) =00_____

T ip Tip P Tip Rl Tip R2 Tip R3 Tip Fl Tip F2 Tip F3
X D _________ _____________

3.175 0.082 0.082 0.093 0.094 b.086 0.100 0.1C'F-

4.925 0.112 0.114 0.118 0.124 0.117 0.130 0.152

*6.175 0. 134 --- 0.121) '.149 I_'134 0.143 0.12'3

at=2.9 0  =8

T i Tip P Tip Rl Tip R2 Tip R3 Tip Fl Tip F2 Tip F3

3.175 0.141 0.153 0.181 0.179 0.162 0.229 0.192

4.925 0.301 0.307 0.-400 0.393 0.351 0.484 0.401

6.175 0.392 0.416 0.548 0.540 0.462 0.670 0.557

C- 3



Table C3

Quantity: Form factor, H

Units: Ncndimensional

Source: Wall-Wake Fitted Velocity Profile Analysis

Estimated Accuracy: + 0.01

L=0O

Tin P Tip Rl Tip R2 Tip R3 Tip Fl Tip F2 Tip F3

3.175 5.255 5.376 5.162 4.511 5.395 5.112 4.051

4.925 5.213 5.24 _ 5.126 4.724 5.223 5.111 4.164

6.175 5.084 5.070 5.089 4.797 5.080 5.063 4.427

a=2.90 =00

Tp 74._, P Tdr ] Tip R2 Tip R3 Tip Fl Tip F2 Tip F3

3.175 5.375 5.413 5.410 4.757 5.296 5.290 4.242

4.925 5.134 5.062 5.141 4.837 5.122 5.126 4.67

6.175 5.088 --- 5.150 4.977 5.075 5.u87 4.893

a=2.9 0=I °

Tip P Tip R1 Tip R2 Tip R3 Tip Fl Tip F2 Tip F3

3.175 5.658 5.443 5.141 4.373 5.428 4.916 3.98k

4.925 5.466 5.472 5:316 4.502 5.491 5.124 3.98(-

6.175 5.379 5.399 5.330 4.556 5.433 5.222 3.9(5
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Table C4

Quantity: Power law exponent, n

Units: Nondimensional

Source: Power Law Analysis

Estimated Accuracy: + 0.15

Tp Tip P Tip R1 Tip R2 Tip R3 Tip Fl Tip F2 Til YJ

3.175 6.66 6.08 6.12 6.58 6.63 5.8R

4.925 6.07 5.91 5.90 5.65 6.16 5.56

6.175 7.46 7.34 6.64 6.10 6.84 6.2C

a=2.9 0=00

Tip P Tip R1 Tip R2 Tip R3 Tip Fl Tip F2 Til F5

3.175 6.80 6.61 5.94 7.45 7.39 6.83 7.1

4.925 8.04 8.11 7.99 7.34 8.17 7.67 7.(

6.175 P.82 9.24 8.34 9.32 8.85

cx=2.9 0 
, -- "

Tip Tip P Tip R1 Tip R2 Tip R3 Tip Fl Tip F2 Tip F3

3.175 6.24 6.09 5.85 6.38 6.19 6.03 6.06

4.925 4.70 4.79 4.10 4.34 4.55 4.40 4.73

6.175 5.28 5.23 4.54 4.91 4.86 4.70 4.96

c-5
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Table C5

Quantity: Wake strength parameter,

Units: Nondimensional

Source: Wall-Wake Velocity Profile Curve Fit

Estimated Accuracy: + 0.01

0=00

Tip P Tip RI Tip R2 Tip R3 Tip Fl Tip F2 Tip F3

3.175 0 0.67 0.66 0.61 0 57 0.79 0.5 1

4.925 G.77 0.P71 0.82 0.92 0.78 .9 F.

6.1;5 0.57 0.60 0.76 0.88 0.71 0.8 4 .

C) Qo=2.9 ¢='

Tp Tip P 7i" R1 TiF F2 Tip R3 Tip Fl Ti1, F2 Til

3.175 0.50 0.54 0.70 0.48 0.40 0.51 0.4

4.925 0.35 0.32 0.35 0.o i. 3 0.41 r.5,

C.175 0.27 --- 0.23 0.34 0.22 0.2 (.4"

a=2.9 "  =It,,

-- Tip Tip P Tip R1 Tip R2 Tip R3 Tip F1 Tip F2 Tip F3

X/D

3.175 0.68 0.71 0.79 0.62 0.6) 0.84 0.62

4.925 1.50 1.43 1.97 1.63 1.66 1.91 1. H

6.175 1.42 1.45 1.88 1.59 1.65 1.94 1.42
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Table C6

Quantity: Skin friction coefficient, Cf

Units: Nondimensional x 1000

Source: Wall-Wake Velocity Profile Analysis

Estimated Accuracy: + 0.5 x 10
- 3

TilE P :ip Rl Tip R2 Tip R3 Tip Fl Tip F2 Tip F3

3.175 1.69 1.61 1.61 1.87 1.59 1.58 2.03

4.925 1.46 1.42 1.45 1.46 1.42 1.36 1.(C

6.175 1.74- 1.42 1.35 1.37 1.37 1.29 1.37

a=2.90 ¢=0

Tip P Tip RI Tip R2 Tip R3 Tip Fl Tip F2 Tip F3

3. 175 1.74 ].69 1.(,4 1.90 1.77 1.69 2.07

4. 925 1.72 1.72 1.(.7 1.74 1.70 1.64 1.70

* 6.175 1.2 --- 1.66 1.64 1.67 1.63 1.59

a=2.9 0=ln
°0

IT T i T 'lip R1 Ti', P2 Tip R3 Tip Fl Tip F2 Tip F3
X/D_______

3.175 1.49 1.50 1.51 1.80 1.49 1.48 1.91

4.925 1.11 1.13 1.01 1.22 1.05 1.02 1.41

6.175 1.07 1.04 0.95 1.13 0.99 0.92 1.3]
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Table C7

Quantity: Reynolds number based on momentum thickness, Re0

Units: m -1x 10 -

Source: Wall-Wake Velocity Profile Analysis

Estimated Accuracy: + 5%

Tip0

Tip P Tip R1 Tip R2 Tip R3 Tip Fl Tip F2 Tip, F3

3.175 5.85 6.29 6.77 4.82 6.95 7.17 4.50

4.925 9.64 9.97 9.96 10.58 10.85 11.99 87,

6.175 12.74 12.72 14.14 14.24 13.92 16.06 15.5,)

c 2.0 0trc

T p Tip P Tip P1 Tip R2 Tip R3 Tip Fl Tip F2 Tip F3

3.175 4.91 5.41 5.53 4.41 5.06 5.76 4.1.

4.925 6.38 6.55 7 .07 6.45 6.79 7.52 7. _,

6.175 7.62 - 7.72 8.26 7.85 8.31 .9

ai=2.9 
0 *=180 0__ _________

Tip Tip P Tip Rl Tip 2 Tip R3 Tip Fl Tip F2 Tip F3

3,175 7.76 8.109 8.48 b.17 8.53 9.85 5.64

4.925 18.19 17.84 22.22 16.13 21.22 24.11 12.97

6,175 23.74 25.43 31. 36 C823.57 28.22 36.31 17.6c6
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